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Vic ihtburab Etitning
VOL. XXI. NO. 142

SUCCESSFUL IS
OPENING NIGHT

PADUCAH. KY.. FRIDAY EVENING. JUNE 14 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

PLOT OVERTHROW
OF ARISTOCRACY

•
10 CENTS PER WEEK

AROUND THE MAY-BE POLE.

COAL MERCHANTS
GO TO KNOXVILLE

01.44.41.1&)

Big Chautauqua Launched Under Auspicious Conditions

Premier Stolypiu Demands
Arrest of Legislators

Amusing Scene Occur at Gate Where
Ticket Men Punch Dewittlions on Tickets.

Would Kill czar and Establish
public in Russia Says Head
of ('abinet.

FIRST

LECTURE

EXCELLENT

WARM ER

DOUNIA

WILL

BE

Choose East Tennessee City
For Several Reasons

Re-

Election of Officers, Committee Sese
sione and Diecussions Occupy
Whole Day.

DISSOLVED

SMOKER TAKES PLACE TONIGHT

Fair tonight with warmer in west
"Please punch me good looking,"
St. Peters/ape-le June 14.—Plots to
portion, Saturday increasing eloudiOFFICERS.
a soft feminine voice addressed Coloverthrow
the government, assasileat4 and warmer.
Highest
temperaPreeident—Clearies Roth, Knoxville.
onel %V. H. Patterson at the Chautausinate
the
czar
and
establiish a re$O; lowest today, 67.
Viceerreeident—Will H. Farley, Paqua gate last night. "Here, I aint al
public were revealed today by Preducah.
woman," a vigorous masculine voice ----mier Stolyphint follOwing the early
Treasurer--John B. Payne, Lexingbroke in when the Hon. W. T. Byrd,
morning assassination
SHAKERS BURN.
of
Colonel
ton.
alao gate keeper and ticket puncher,
Cincinnati, June
13.—Fire• Kottlarooff, deputy commissioner of
Secretary—George t'ary Table Louislet his punch slip on the feminine
this morning destroyed the main
the port of St. Petersburg. Kottlerville,
classification and this rattled oflizial
oq was assassinated by workmen embuilding of the Shaker erentimuniDirector for Kentucky to Succeed
hardly heard the echo of the prOtest
ty at New Haven, Ohio, and causployee) in the admiralty, the result
Stanley Adams. of Louisville—M.
die away behind
Mayor Yeiser's
ed the death of Mrs. Sture, Mary
of a death sentence passed upon him
C. Forbes, Hopkinsville.
summer residence when a shrill oldMigins, Julia Ann Bear, aged inby revolutionists.
Director for Tennessee to Succeed E.
maidish voice took
up the strain
mates who were unable to escape.
Stoiyphin appeared in
-ioweiC. alielian. of Mieniphis—W. J.
_ •
with, "Nor I ain't a man"—his
Two Mee Were seriously injured - houseouse and demanded the arrest of
Prescott, of Memphis.
punch had slipped again. Then be
by jumping from windows and
sixteen members, whom he accused
-gfr •-•
ese.
e.
e
—eeeeeeerie
fuddled beyond all redemption with
three other buildings were conof having formed a conspiracy to
As forecasted in The Sun Knoxville
1.
eve
the crowd
sumed. The bodies of the vicsurging
impatiently
remove the czar. lie then ordered
will be the next meeting place of the
tims were not recovered !rem the
against the gate, these two well
the house to expel fifty five memKentuck,y-Thnnessee
Retail
Coal
ruins.. The community had no
known citizens slashed away
with
bers, whom he named.
Merchants' association. The date will
He bald
fire protection.
their punches making mistakes that
The flantes
parliament would be dissolved unhe selected by the directors, but. as
—Morgan in Philadelphia inquirer.
burned themselves out.
sent the crowd roaring.
less the orders were complied with.
the Southeastern associationitneets in
"Well if that isu•t the end of the
Knoxville in April, an' effort will be
NOTHING GAINED.
limit," exclaimed a slim maiden as
made to have a oint convention of the
Dissolution of Houma.
New lawk, June 14.—A strugshe saw the word "stout" punched
St.-Petersburg, June 14—Few days
two associations.
j
gle lasting five weeks, the strikon her card, "and me only weighing
will
Chattanooga received two votes in
witness
dissolution
Douma.
ing
longshoremen
to
returned
95 pounds." Old maids were punchhe convention and Memphis also was
Before another parliament is sumwork today, receiving the same
a bidder; but as this meeting was
ed young, girls with their first beaux
moned, Electoral laws will be changpay as they did when they went
were punched at the "advanced"
ed to base the franchise on high
Change in the management of Riv- equals that. Dr. Boyd thought the held so far to the northwest, it was
on the. strike.
The loss to
deemed fair to hold the next in the
classification of age, while elderly
education requirements and exclude
ereide hospital, perhaps, will he made hospital could not get along on e3,steamship eamPanies ran into
extreme southeastern
matrons, probably because they were
portion.
A
the Jews, Polish and the Caucasians
0-0.0
and
asked
for
the
use
of
the
millione, while. the loss in wages
next week, when the new board will
side trip to Chattanooga will be one
bareheaded, iinmorously saw
from the douma. This declaration
their
profits as well, expecting to spend
to longshoremen WAS CIOSC. to a
Government Orders Account be called to order by Mayor Yeiser one or two thousand dollars of R. ovfentthenfeatures
io
of the Knoxville conages classed as "medium." The chawill, be made positively today.
grined ones merely gave a backto elect a secretary to succeed
Dr. That would not make the hospital
Kept in Order to Ascertain Frank
Officers, excepting secretary, were
ground for the uproarious delight of
Miss Myrtle Fowler.
Boyd. It will be difficult to cost any more for its maintenance,
CHICAGO'S BID.
those, whose identity Was established
Miss Myrtle Fowler, 18 years old,
find anyone to take the interest in net, than did the old one. He in- elected yesterday evening The direWhether
Railroads
are
ReChicago, June 14.—.4, $900,000
In such a ridiculous fashion.
of Eighth street between
the institution Dr. Boyd has mani- sisted that extreme economy would tors always choose the secretary.
Harrison
convention hall seating 25,000
Morning Session.
Money
ceiving
Much
Too
and Clay streets, died at 4 o'clock
fested.
His ideas conflicted some- result in the loss of pay patients and
So the second annual Chautauqua
people will be the chief argument
Being all good fellows, the Order
yesterday
afternoon
in
times
the
Illinois
with
those of the councilmen. a consequent loss of revenue. Some
opened last ,ulght at Wallace piek
presented when Chicago asks
Central hospital following an operawho wished to economize and make members of the municipal govern- I_of Kokoal initiation last night made
with the spirit of a carnival and as
that she be awarded the cing
delegates to the Kentucky-Tention for appendicitis. She became ill
the institution a source of revenue. ment could not see it this way, and the
all the season ttekots have by
no
Republican and Democratic naGOOD RECORD MADE FOR MAY.
nessee 'Retail Coal Merchants' astsotwo
days
ago.
She
Dr.
was
delicate
and
Boyd
means been punched, a repetition of
insisted
on
keeping
it up the friction resulted in the retiretional (-conventions.
failed to stand the shock of the opto the highest standard in order to ment of Dr. Boyd front the board, a elation, a little late in appearing for
the laughable mistakes made when
eration.
The body war taken to her
Induce pay petients to come here. position that paid hint nothing. It this morning's session, the final one,
the crowds press the gatekeepers.
PERKINS SAFE.
at the Eagles' hall, Sixth street and
home and prepared for burial. At
may be expected each night until all
New Vera, June- 14.—George
Beginning July 'I, every piece ea The appropriation is $5,00(1, and the is not known what the new policy
Broadway. The program was carried
noon
today
it
was
taken
to
Sturgis.
revenue
from
the
pay
havVeen offered. At the ticket winwards
about will be.
W. Perkins, former vice tired.
mall passing through the Paducah
out without change and this afterand
the
funeral
will
be
held
tomordow Mr, Thomas W. Roberts, the
the. New York Life Insurdent
postoffice will be weighed and an acnoon rommittee work with the meetrow in that city. She came from count of the weight of each Class of
genial manager of the Kentucky, had
ance contpany, will not be proseing of the board of directors, was the
Sturgis two years ago with her wid- mall hantlied will be kept and reports
cuted on the charge. of forgery.
a fist full of eliarpeired lead pencils,
extent of the business transacted afowed mother, tie) sisters and two made to Washington at regular inThe grand Jury. investigating
requiring the season ticket holders to
ter the adjournment of the convenemail
brothers.
Miss
Irene
Fowler,
charge,
the
sign their tickets. From him they
holds that Perkins
tervals. The order included all rep
tion this morning. In the meeting
stenographer in County Judge R. T. resentative postofficee and is made
cannot be indicted.
were put through the gauntlet of
of the directors the election of secLightfoot's office, is her Sister.
Megrim Patterson and Byrd, where a
determine
so the department may
retary for the' association was the
ENGINEER KILLED.
description of their general appearwhether the rallrouds are being paid
principal wee*.
No
Reduction
Charleston,
June.
W.
14.
Va.,
ance was punched on the card, to
too much for transporting the rilalia,
George Cary Tahb, the secretary,
Chicago,
June 14.—The
—Engineer Williams was killed
western as some writers in magazine articles
prevent transfers.
was the first choice of both the direcrailroads today decided not tee eepb have said recently.
and Fireman ShiMett was seriThe weighing Matinee Club Better ClassifyAll Will Attend.
The Rev. Casper Cummins is tors and the delegates if he would
any 2 cent passenger rates to inter- and classification of the mails will ee
ously injured last night in
a
There won't be much trouble exstate traffic unless compelled hy the kept up for a period of six menthe
freight wieck on coal and coke
ing Horses and Will be Able Believed to be Sinking Rap- accept.
perienced from this source', howevThe finance committee met this afroad at. Dortec. Heavy rains
interstate commerce commission Or and will make extra work' for the
er, as the program for the 11 days is
ternoon and audited the accounts of
to
caused a washout, The engine
Make
courts.
Finishes
Hereafter
idly—Well
Known
River
postal clerks.
such that each season ticket holder
the association for the last year.
and three cars rolled into Elk
Out of 11,0,'0400 piece.% of niall
will bring himself along to hear it.
Closer '
In his report the treasurer showed
Engineer is Ill
river. Williams' body was not
Santiago, Chile, June. 14 -- A se- handled by the local office during
It was a temperance lecture program
the finances of the association to be
found.
vere earthquake was experienced toMay, every one of which is checked.
last night and from the way the viebut hardly
safe front bankruptcy
day at Valdvia. Several baildings
Only la minor errors were reported
Hors "rushed" the ice water barrel,
enough °build a home for superanGOT $61,000.
and railroad bridires were destroyed by the department at Washington.
H. M. BOSWORTH INTERESTFA). PADUCAH
MARRIED. nuated members. The question of
COUPLE
showed that this thoughtful feature
Sam Antonio, Tex., June 14.
and five persons killed.
was one of the hits of the Chautauraising the fees and dues of the as......e'harged with attacking and
qua. As the cars passed the placid
sociation was discussed this mornrobbing Mrs. Sallie Gibbons,' of
lake, the Chautauquans sighed for a
ing and it wes emphasized by the rieteelumbia. 5, C., of $01,000, RuOne bit event which will doubtless
Metropolis, Ill., June 14.--(SPeMoonlight ride, but consoled themcess1 te 0-increasing the remunerae
ins Williams was held by the poserve to draw an auguntented crowd cial)—It. Is believed that death will Hon eite,._e secretary.
selves with the thought that they
lice and lens confteeed. Mresoon relieve Mr. Walter Mceawley,
were going to get on the water wagon
of horse race lovers, is being arprogram
morning
Opening the
Newsom! Williams came here to
who was seized with tetanus yesteranyhow In the auditorium.
purchnee Texas lands,
ranged by the 'Matinee club for the day,, as the result of a splinter run George S. Chowning, of Shelbyville,
addressed the convention on • the
Republiraue of leveret:ken county -1 party wheel horse tor years and has races next week. It is a race
The lowering clouds made the air
between into the palm of his hand a week
subject, "Our Member. in the BlueROBBED INSTITUTION.
just a trifle chilly, but not unpleaswill meet in convention at the court !Worked in the interest of the organ- "Harry A." "Loleta" and
Tuesday.
sinking
ago
He
rattail),
Is
"J. T.,"
these talks given
Chicago, June. 14.— Three
ant and on the wings of the breeze,
when he had no personal
attending physicians have given grass." Several of
and
house tomorrow afternoon at 1:30
by members from distant parts of the
heavily armed masked men earends to eubserve. He Is one of the mile heats best two out of three. up hope.
the strains from the organ on the
o'clock to select Si delegates to the strongest
two states have been on the program
ly this morning drove to a .44111.merry-go round, drifted Into the aumen in the party in this "Harry A.'' is now owned by Ben-iT.
treatment of
state convention at isoutsville, June end of the state and popular all over Frank and has a mark of
and have served their purpose of
01r-ham for the
ditorium faintly and the echoes front
2:09,
Bev. Jasper Cummins Is Low.
19, and to nominate a candidate for Kentucky, It will niake votes for
making all lectione of the association
:temente thl•eitfiet4 at Ne'inetka, le
roamers
some sky-larking park
while "J. T." is owned by J. E. MorThe Rev. Jasper Cummins, an aged
legislature. It is expected that there the ticket in the Purchase. Hon.
muhi- frolil (111111g0 ainci tit!Mirk..
acquainted. Following Mr. Chown
made the dark woods that face the
Methodist
preacher, who was strickn and has a mark of 2:11, and
will be a large attendance, as there Augustus E. Willson has been heard
ell the ••ntire plaree throuing 37
ing, Kenneth Meguire. of Louisville,
auditors, less myeterious.and aween with paralysis and rendered helpare indications that a coterie will at- Jon the stump throughout western "Ldleta" is the property of V. J.
patients into a state of terror.
formerly a newspaper man, addressinspiring. The crowd plainly-A was satentering the pulpit of a
less,
while
the entire
They went thernegh
Word
tempt to control the convention and entucky, and he is considered a Blow, and at the last meet lowered
ed the convention with "A
iefied with things as they found
Sunday,
is
Ill.,
Harrisburg,
church
at
place and secured over 412.000
send an nninetriteted delegation to tower of strength in a speaking cam- the
Operators of Eastern Kenthem
track record by making a mark at his home on Eighth street, and from the
In etllllll.y and jewels and drove
Louisville, to be used for the per- paign. It is announced that he will
tncky and Tennessee." Mr, Meguire
While the cars were arriving with
of 2:14. This will be the first race there is little hope of his recovery.
toward Chicago.
sonal interest of polite:lane not can- &et spend his thee in the eastern
accented Mr. Fisher's remarks yesthe audience, Mr. .1. 11. Shaw, the
formerly
Cummins,
Repert
His
son,
in
which
the
heats
are
for
two laps.
didates. There is only one avow
terday in advising closer relations
section, but will come into the Purreeoureetul promoter of the ChauH. M. Bosworth, of Frankfort. pastor of the Mechanicsburg Metho- between the coal merchants and
GIL %IN al %MET.
candidate for governor, lion. Angulo- chase and give the opposition oratauqua was "talking against time,"
Paducah,
bedchurch,
is
in
at
dist
hie
Vincinnat I, June 14.—Wheat,
Eberhart of
Charles
tug E. Willson, and as McCracken tors something to do at home. This Democratic candidate for state smell- side.
operators.
telling those present how they could
or, and a big horse breeder, has been
98; corn, 57; oats 48%.
(-minty has a candidate for state fact has Made him
Memphis spoke on the situation in
particularly
help to Make the Chautauqua a sucattracted
by
the
sport
here and is
treasurer in the person of Capt. Di strong In western Kentucky.
Memphis.
cess and said it was better than the
Well Known River Engineer.
considering sending a string to the
TWO CENT RATE.
Parley, the rank and file of the party
Doles Hull, editor of the Retail
Former Councilman George 0. Mcopening last year. Mr. W. P. Hummel
William H. Hemphill, 75 years
Kansas City, Mo.. June It.—
desire to send a delegation instruct- Broom and Prof. J. P. McQueen. of fair grounds.
Coal Man", of Chicagao. turned the
lead in the applause each time and
Experience of the 'last two meets old, one of the best known engineers thoughts of the delegates in a leeEighteen sues were tiled in cired to support these two men for the the county, are mentioned for the
finally resigned this task to Mr.
has enabled the promoters to better on the Ohio river, is quite ill of ture
as many
against
today
court
cuit
offices.
Captain
Farley
a
hits
on "What Your Organization
been
legislature.
nomination
the
for
Shaw, while he himself addressed
classify the horses and each succeed- heart disease at his home on Pearl Means
railroads, asking mandatory in•••
to You,—Increased Memberthe Chautauqua briefly on the situayears
old.
Many
70
over
street.
He
is
ing meet will see closer finishes in ,
junction, requiring railroads to
the purposes of their assoship,"
to
tion and difficulties confronting the
A not her Kingston Quake.
Paducah people are acquainted with
the races.
put two cent fare. law bee effect.
benefita
ciation and the personal
directors. The audience mechanically
hint.
Kingston, Jamaica, June 14 --Afthat would result therefrom
applauded Mm too, and then the
—
ter
(Lathinterval
weeks
of
of
six
an
HAYWOOD CASE.
A general discussion of questions
• speaker for the evening, Mrs. Laura
quakes, a severe shock oat urred here
Railroad Man Weds,
Boise, June 14.—Determined
other
relations to
their
affecting
at 1:243 a. m today. It lasted firer
James M. Sexton, an Illinois, Cento disposer. of me many comparathe
Along
associations followed.
((Joni toned on page four.)
direr.
from
a
new
came
seconds
and
tral
shop
employe,
of
Paducah.
and
tively unimportant witnesses toquestions debated, were, "Shall We
west
of
north.
little
l'iterewaS
tion
a
McKenney
Sarah
Ohms
were married
day as parable, the prosecution
Join the National Freight ASSOCiae
considerable alarm but no (tentage.
by
Magistrate
lere lest evening
in the II/UW(004 trial devoted
Thomas Liggett. They were accomconsiderable time to examlnine
Paducah will doubtless have two
(Continued on page
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Cooper, of
pet-noun who knew about Inelerepresentatives at the Kentucky liPadwah.
nrd'e alleged operations In CnliMedical eircies were stirred today
brary conference which will he held
fornia. Postoflice records; mere
by this note sent to Mayor Yeiser,
in leoulleville June 26-27. Both Miss
Engineer In Hart.'
introduced III show Orchard reand the general council:
Mamie Baynham, the librarian, and
ICngineer Fred Moore, of the Illiceived a letter, which he *were
"I wieh to thank you for the courJudge B. W. Bagby, president of
nois Central, is disabled, the result
conWits from Pettibone. and
the hoard of trustees of the Carengie
tee)* Yest have extended me in electdollars.
hundred
tained
a
(Special.)
Frankfort, Ky., June 14
library, have signified
ing me a director of the Riverside of an accident at Central City yestertheir inten---- —
tion of attending An invitation has
hospital, but for reasons unnecessary day. He was running in the Central
--The court of appeals today elected
Stumbling over a tin can ehtle been extended, to librarians, 4rit4Prince-ten,
June
14.--Edward
to explain, I cannot accept the hon. City yards. when he collided with a
KY.,
William Rogers Clay, of Lexington,
switch post and fell to the ground.
holding the end of a big selue. Diek teere teachers. club women, and all Hall and his two young eons. livfng or. Very respectfully,
ComMissioner of appeals, to *tweeted ',Tolbert fell And let go one of the
Hit right knee was cut. His Inures
1In the feamaneo neighborhood, were
interested in educational work. in the.
Berlin, June 14.—A statement was
"DR. J. G. BROOKS."
John O. Carroll, who succeeds Judge 'biggest hatile made by a pasty of state to attend, and front the pros- taken from their home by a hand of
Dr. Brooks said he did not cats Were dressed at the Illinois Centre! made today fes the policy Germany
hospital.
reveilles
Mr
Moore
at
Twelfth
Illinele Central shoe employee. wh peels the meeting will be a success. Masked men last night mad all severe- to errept honors offered so late. He
CantrIll on the bench..
will follow at the Hague conference.
seined Wheeler's pit back of liunf- A feature of the cenference will be ly beaten. They were warned unfree; was the principal promoter of the Street and Broadway,
The case of P. A Underwood vs.
First of all, Germany will oppoee eteMutton ROW yesterday after:et:me Tol- the exheelt, showing forms, tools, tliiWY .Joined the tobacco association hospital, lent was
Ignored
in the
arniFitnent ,I• hillitaiiOn
Illinois Central railroad from Mc- bert, aside from a thorough making.
of
book lists and literature on the they would be treated in a rougher election of the first board ,of direeMr. John Ritmo, of Paha lean., is She' will liereviee fight
any attempt
Cracken, is affirmed.
escaped Injury.
management Of libraries.
term, .
manner.
In the city on business,
to abolish Boating mines.
s

WEIGHING MAILS Neb)Policy May be Adopted
at the RiVerside Hospital
AT LOCAL OFFICE

BEST RACE OF ALL NO HOPE IS FELT
FOR NEXT FRIDAY FOR MR. ?HAWLEY

Republican ConVention at
the Court House Tomorrob)

• it

OUR LIBRARY WILL
BE REPRESENTED

WILLIAM 11. CLAY
IS COMMISSIONER

DECLINES HONOR
DOES DR. BROOKS

MASKED MEN BEAT
FARMER AND SONS

GERMANY STATES
HER OPPOSITION
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has. been a great evolution in men's
THERE
shirts-for summer wear, and they are
now cool and comfortable, at the same time
time very handsome. We show all the season's latest popular offerings at every price
from $1.00 up.
Those soft soisette, or mercerized materials, soft attached cuffs and collars, cream color only

4

•

A little finer shirt of the same material in white or
cream color
Imported Silkatine, a beautiful material, in grays, light
blues, helios and light creim.
Extremely light weight, light white, plaited all the way
down the front, turn back cuffs, neckband for linen
collar.
We offer the best value in plain or plaited bosom, attached or detached cuffs, to be had aaywhere. The
shirts can't be bought now to sell at the price.

$1,00

"

OFFICIAL PROGRAM
GUILTY BY JURY FOR CHAUTAUQUA

the dissenting vote. The 12 men began a discussion of the evidence
which lasted for nearly an hour. At
the end of that time the first formal
ballot was cast. It was unanimous
for conviction.
The jurymen issued a statement
immediately after their dismissal by
the court in which it was explained
that "Burns did not vote for acquittal because he was dissatisfied with
the evidence or believed there was
any doubt of the defendant's guilt,
bst on account of confusion when the
two forms of verdict were read. As
soon as he understood the matter he
cast his vote with the other 11 and a
verdict was accomplished."
,Schmitz at first declined to make
any statement, but later by advice of
his attorneys, dictated the following:
"No matter what the decision of
the jury, which was gotten under the
most adverse circurnstaives regarding myself, I still maintain and
affirm that I am absolutely innocent
of the crime charged and will fight
the case to the last resort. As I said
before my trial, I did .not expect nor
did I receive fair or even decent
treatment at the bands of Judge
Dunne, and realizing his prejudice I
made every effort to have my case
transferred to any other judge in the
state. I do not takesthis as defeat,
and the decision mikes me all the
more determined to seek and secure
justice in another court."
He Fired the Stick.
"1 have fired the walking-stick I've
carried over 40 years, on account of
a sore that resisted every kind of
treatment, until I tried Bucklen's
Arnica Salve; that has healed the
sore and made me a happy man,"
writes John Garrett, of North Mills,
N. C. Guaranteed for Piles, Burns,
etc., by all druggists, 25c.

f

BASEBALL NEWS
National League.
Pittsburg and New York - Rain, no
game.

The Yacht

The Telescope

The Telescope straws have made the hit of the season. They
arc very light in weight, pliable and yield to very graceful drapes
or negligee effects. They will be the most popular hats this summer, and justly so. The illustration above gives'an idea of the
beauty of the hat. We have them from $2.50 up.
The Panama. we show in all the popular prices, $3.50 up.
The Yacht is distinctively stylish, and comes in all the straws,
at from $2.50 up.
The fancy hat bands are very popular everywhere, and we
show a big line of them at 50 cents.

Chicago
Brooklyn
Batterles—Ruelbach
Rucker and Butler.

R H
4 11 1
2 7 4
and Kling;

R H E
St. Louie
1 6 1
Boston
0 6 1
'Batteries
Karger and Marshall;
Young and Needham.
R H E
Cincinnati
5 9 0
Philadelphia
2 8 2
Batteries--Welmer, Coakley and
Melcean; Moron and Docrin.
American League.
f- t H E
New York .......
3 5 0
Chicago
4 15 1
Tiatteries--Keefe, Kitson and Kleinaw; Walsh and Sullivan.
-Washington and Detroit — Wet
grounds, no game.

Oseelme.elleselea.stlete10.4111411110-11111.011.1101.41

•••1111...a 1.
t 1.

R H E
Philadelphia ......
. 5 10 1
6 11 2
•
anything she wanted In that 'dump' Cleveland
Batteriee--Waddell and Schrock;
if she had the money," displaying at ,iitmde,,,
Liebhardt,
Deleteinty,
the same time a roll of bills or large
•
•
V1akedleld and Bernie.
denominations.
Later in the
evening the two womHOTEL ARRIVALf4.
en ordered a cab and left the hotel,
Palmer-F. B. 141111Vilef, Wheelgoing to another downtown fashionable hotel. Their trnnks were moved ing, Va.; F. T. Lots, Chicago; 1)
Pittsburg, June 11 - Nan Patter- Jerome on her, own recognizance un- there yeeterday
morning, and both Johnson, Clinton; C. J. Pintard, St.
Scouts: C. E. Sutton, New York; J.
son, former Florodora actress, thrice til such a time as the Counts of ;Navy are still guests ef the house.
York may see fit again to call her for
W. Hubbard, Hopitineville; K. U
Husband
Devoted.
murder of Caesar
tried for the
trial--a present improbability.
Meguire, Louisville; J. A. Webb,
Leon
G.
Martin,
het
husband,
is
in
Young, the New York bookmaker, Is
She arrived in Pittsburg late last the west, waiting for "Nan" to join Guthrie; E. J. Stubbins, Cairo; R. D.
even
again in the limel4ght here
week, ostensibly on her way to her him, W4en he left It wits announced Bakrow, Louisville; F. K. Tribble,
though it was announced that she was
husband. She was driven to a down- that she was going along, but instead, Da nvilie.
going to California to join her hustown hotel, where she registered Un- ft
WV, she went to her old home
Flelvederes-J. B. Baldwin, ChicaMartin,
formerly clerk
band, Leon (1.
der an assumed name. Since that in Washington, D. C. The manager go; A. .1. Ransom, Buffalo; J. R
at the Duquesne Hotel. She again is
time she has been completions
res.. of the Duquesne Hotel and employee Bison, Paris, Tenn.; R. (1,•Mathews,
leading the life she led before her
taurantm and cafes when the lights of the place say that Martin was In- Owenstwo; J. I. Routrdtree, Knoxexperieseee in the Tombs and her ulare the brightest by night, and she tensely attached to his wife, and ville; C. W. Berger, Cincinnati; IS'
eimate release by District Attorney
seldom leaves her apartments during practically lived for her alone. His Dogger, Brookport
coednet seems to imply as much, for
the day.
New Richmond
F. FA mond.
when /the was released from the Kirksey; J. Is Tamping. Brocilee,
Leads Old Gay Life.
With a woman friend she has been Tombs and after she had once been Tenn.; Vest!, Boyd, Murray; Riflot
seen constantly in the company of bite wife he courted her and again Mitchell, Smithland: J, A. Richard.wo young men of Pittaburgone mar- mairied her.
son, Prineeton: W. P. Baynes. Metropolis;
Tom
Teastee
.Denver,
at proruinent cafes, where they
Rushing School Work.
ty until the lights are turned out,.
Tenn ; C.'11. Montgomery, ElizabethExcavation on the site of the town, Ill.; W. If, Chadderton, Mil`seineaday night she went to the
school on
.sirtmente of a woman friend at the Rowlandlowu
North ford, Conn.; E. E. Arnold, Perry.
o spleens Hotel and ordered
I The tiwlii meet tonight at re I
wins Twelfth street beyond Trimble street ville: George Church, Gayoso, Mo.
nt to the room, hut the manage- hnve been finished and concrete
hall, 11 4 South Third st eft
k hi being puehad Brick work on
ment
raferwel to sell het ariltielelif.
gitere—Attppose
man tank one
r.' —it. J.
I liad Instructed the clerks to Rend lhe
e foundatinn will begin Hi a dRY tratn a day, how long would it be i
Secretary
nothing to her. Indignantly she told r two, as soon as the concrete base until be had a iponopoly on ratlway,
the proprietor that -she coatis get
Wee and hardens
trattSpOrtatIon? Thinago News,
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Nan Patterson Up to Old Tricks-Living Wild Life in Pittsburg
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STOP WOMAN
AND CONSIDER
First, that almost every operation
In our hospitals, performed upon
women., becomes necessary because
of neglect of such symptoms as
Backache, Irregularities, Displacements,
in the Side, Dragging
Sensations, Dizziness and Sleeplessness.
Second,that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from
native roots and herbs, has cured
more cases of female ills than any
other one medicine knbwn. It regulates, strengthens and restores women's health anti is invaluable in
preparing women for child-birth and during the period of Change
of Life. .
Third, the great volume of unsolicited and grateful testimonials on
file at the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn. Mass., many of which are from
time to time being published by special permission, give absolute evidence of the value of Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound and Mrs.
Pinkham's advice.

Friday, ituse 14.
Only 'Two Ballots Necessary
5:00 Stereopticon lecture, "Yelin Extortion Case
lowstone 'Park," with many beautifully colored slides—Dr. Jas. S.
Kirtley,
Saturday, June 15.
Mayor of San Premise.) Joins His
10:00 Organization of Boys' and
Political Bose in Limbo for His
Girls' club, by Miss Ruth Hemenway.
Crime.
2:30 Populat lecture, "In the
Barefoot Kingdom"—Dr. Jas. S. Kirt•
ley.
"trouncing
8:00 Lecture,
the
SAYS THAT HE IS INNOCENT.
Blues," fun, fact, philosophy, music
and mirth—Dr. Stanley L. Krebs.
Sunday, June 16.
2:30 Sermon—Dr, Jas. S. Kirtley.
San Francisco June 14.—A jury of
3:30 Reading, Wilson Barrett.%
twelve of his peers has declared
Mayor Eugene E. Schmitz guilty of "Sign of the Cross"—Mies Ruth Hemthe crime of extortion as charged enway.
7:30 Chautauqua Vespers,
against him by the grand jury.
8:00 Address, "Three Gods or
The jury was out one hour and
35 minutes. An informal ballot stood One"—Dr. Stanley L. Krebs,
Monday. June 17.
11 for conviction, one for acquittal.
9:00 Boys' and Girls' club—Miss
Juror Burns, a shoemaker, casting

The Soft, Cool Summer Weight
Negligee Shirts Make for Comfort

$1.00
$1.50
82,00
83.00

FIRED-4.1", .71'NE 14.

Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
For more than 30 years has been curing Female Complaints, such as
Dragging Sensations, Weak Back, Falling and Displacements, Inflammation and Ulceration, and Organic Diseases, and it dissolves
and expels Tumors at an early stage.

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women

Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.for advice. She is the Mrs. Pinkham who
Helili
'de
:n30
w aN
y.ature Study—Mr. James
has been advising sick women free of charge for more than twenty
Speed.
years, and before that she assisted her mother-in-law, Lydia E. Pink1:20 Walk Afield, led by Mr. James
ham in advising. Thus she is especially well qualified to guide sick
women back to health. Write today, don't wait until too late.
Speed.
2:30 Lecture, "The Power of ap
Idea"—Rev. Herbert S. BigelovS
Cincinnati,
3:00 Concert—Chautauqua Concert company—Misses liemenWas,
Metzker and Carroll,
7:00 Entertainment—GIbeon Garl,
caricaturist.
8:00 Lecture, "The Psycology of
This firm has formed a 'partnership in the plastering
Busineas"—Dr.
Salesmanship and
Stanley L. Krebs.
business. Mr. Haggity is a practical mechanic and will
Tuesday. June 18.
attend to that part of the business. Mr. Weikel makes
9:00 Boys' and Girls' club—Miss
all estimates and will be pleased at any time to figure
Hemenway.
10:30 Nature Study—Mr. James
with any Paducah people wanting this character of work.
Speed,
1:3e Walk Afield, led by Mr. James
BOTH PHONES 490
Speed,
2:30 Lecture, "A Life Worth Living"—Rev. HerbertsBigelow,
ure Peep at Europe"—Mr. Jas. H.
4:0,0 Concert—Chautauqua Con- Hemenway,
10:0,0 Nature Study— Mr. James Shaw.
cert company.
7:30 Concert—Cha.utauqua Con- Speed.
Sunday, June 23,
1:30 Walk Afield — Mr. James
cert company,
3:30 Lecture, "The Parliament of
Impersona- Speed.
8:00 Entertainment.
Man"—Rabbi W. H. Fineschriber,
2:30 Lecture on India—Mr. V. E. of Davenport.
tion in costume—Me Gibson Garl.
Baksh.
Wednesday, Juno 19,
4:00 Sacred concvt—Chautauqua
4:00 Entertainment—Boys
and Concert company.
9:Se Boys' and Girls' club—Miss
Girls club.
Hemen way.
7:00 Chautauqua Vespess,
7:30 Concert—Chautauqua Con10:34 Nature Study—Mr. James
cart company.
Speed,
. China and Japan together produce
8:0-0 Stereopticon lecture, "A Pict- 12:5,000, tons of silk annually.
James
1:3() Falk Afield—Mr.
Speed.
2:30 Popular lecture, "Take the
Sunny Side"—Mr. Lou J. Beauchamp.
Con4:00 Concert—Chautauqua
cert company.
7:30 Concert—Chautauqua Concert company,
8:0-0 Steropticon lecture, "The
Haunt of Ulf Great Blue Heron,"
You get handsome, well
with many bbautifully colored slides
appointed carriages
.,when I serve you. We
—Mr. James Speed.
give protut personal at7:34 Concert—Chautatiqes Contentton at all times,
cert company.
8:00 Lecture, "Religions of India
HARRY ANDERSON, PHONE 915
—Mr. V. E. Baksh.

Weikel k7sc Haggity

1

•

•

The Best Carriage 1
Service in Paducah

Thyrsday, June 20.
10:30 Nature Study—Mr. James
Speed.
2:30 Concert — Wesleyati male
quartet.
8:0,0 Lecture—Mr. Lou J. Beauchamp.
Friday, Jane 21.
8:30 Boys' and Girls' club— Miss
Hemenway.
10:00 Lecture on India—Mr. V. E.
Baksh, a native of India.
11:00 Nature Study—Mr. James
Speed.
1:30 Walk Afield—Mr. James
Speed.
2:30 Wesleyan male quartet.
3:00 Address—Hon. E. W. CarMack, of Tenneseoe.
4:30 Concert—Chautauqua
Concert company.
Cen
7:3'S Concert—Chautauqua
cert company.
8:e0 Gov. Beckham and Senator
Carmack,
Saturday, June i.
9:00 Boys' and Girls' club— Miss

What do you want
with a telephone?

Service, of Course

4

Then use the Home Telephone, the ONLY
one in Paducah giving GOOD service.

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

FLOWERS

— Incorpe •

For beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and see you. Phone
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
and mpst complete stock of
flowers and plants in the city.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.

House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.

SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phonon 192.

122424 N.Fourth St.

Phorstes 787

.4111111.81111111

"S.

Rexall Violet
"YOU ARE LUCKY"

Talcum Powder

25c
McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
Rexall Violet Talcum Powdow is the best talcum powder
made.
It is delicately perfumed
and put up in handsom..
boxes. Bee the display in
our window. And come try a box.

If you don't have a rainy day. sickness, trouble—
you can't tell just what
happen.
If you haven't any money what are you going to
do!
You won't miss a little out of each week's • earnings. Figure out just bow much you can spare.
Open an •ccount with tis and protect yourself
against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
cent. on deposits.

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
ill Broadway

111

.4

•

THE FORCED SALE A IBM SUCCESS I
Paducah's Ready-to-Wear Store Presents a Business-like Appearance and Has the Greatest Stock of Its Kind Ever Shown Here
Since Weinesday morning last our store has been a scene of intense activity and interest. The people
have recognized the value to them of a sale like ours and have responded with the utmost generosity.
Dorinz the early part of this sale our first floor was so crowded with sock that we were unable to slow some of our best things, but
we have now started to b ing down the reserve, to fill up the enormous gaps, and a splendid money-saving opportunity is brought
alike to those who have bought and those who have not yet been in.

Tomorrow Will be Spe=
cial Suit Day Here

Big Value Special Every
Day Next Week

And the bargains that we are going to offer
are of such value that nobody in this neighborhood can afford to miss them. We
would advise you to come down early.

Every day next week there will be a big
value special announced in the papers and
a special not advertised which will be
astonishingly cheap, as an extra inducement.

317 Broadway
Between Third and Fourth Streets

NOTE OF EXPLANATION

The unexpected sometimes happens. It has been a backward season, such as never
before has been known of; we bought heavily of the finest makers of high class ladies'
cloaks, suits, skirts and waists, whose goods has made the name of Levy's famous for miles and miles around Paducah for handling
the
most reliable and dependable cloaks, suits and skirts to be found in this section.
The creditors want their money; the bills must be paid, and in order to realize money quickly we will sacrifice the entire stock regardless of cost or value at an average of 47 cents on the dollar.
The most stupendous stock regulation and reduction sale that has ever been attempted in the trade history of Paducah and
vicinity.
Our strong call for turning this tremendous high grade stock into cash will give those not in the habit of buying fine suits, skirts or waists
an opportunity. To accomplish the herculean task of converting into cash this immense amount of high class suits, skirts, waists, etc., in
the 10 days from Wednesday, June- 12th, profit will not be considered, and prices at an average of 47 cents on the dollar will prevail
throughout the store.
We are determined to make a CLEAN SWEEP of the whole stock. .Our entire stock at your disposal for 10 days at less than
the
cost of the making. The swellest hand tailored ladies' and misses' cloaks, suits, skirts, waists, etc. The reputation of this store should convince the most skeptical that every word published in this announcement is true, and that we will do exactly what we advertise. Every
garment, every article in the house is marked in plain figures with blue pencil. The $50,000 stock of cloaks, suits, skirts and
waists

AT THE MERCY OF THE PUBLIC
LADIES

SUITS DRESS SKIRTS

Our Suit Department contains the largest assortment
of any house in this section of the country. Representjug the foremost manufacturers and skilled man-tailored
garments in the United States.
Silk damper snits, Etons, Prince Chap's and the new
Cut-Away styles that sold for as mech 115.00.
In any wanted shades, will be
sold for..
Your choice of oirer 200 suits that are made up of the
very newest materials, in the latest and most stylishly
tailored garments that we have eter shown, and that
sold as high as $22.00 will be sold
during this sale for._

995
,

Any one of our French Chiffon Panama Altman Voiles
or any other material, regardless of style, that gold for
as pitich as $27.50, will be
add

12.95

An assortment of styles, colors and shapes diet you have
neeer seen before will be found in our line of suits that
formerly sold for $30.00 and
S10.00. Will be sold for........_ __

16.95

For StyleNuality and Workumnehip this is the
store.
An Imported Broad Cloth, a French Panama, or an
elegant voile suit that is made in any style that is new
and up to dater, are the suits that are to be found in the
former $42.60 to $5000 suits.
These suits will
be sold during the sale

$19.50

The New Cut-Away's, the New Prince Chap's, and
many other styles that you should see and that you
would enjoy wearing, made in any shade, the sold for,
from, $52.00 to 160 00. The
sale price on them will be..

.95

A genuine Altman Voile, made over an imported chiffon
taffeta, either in eton style or fitted coat, made ,in the
new shades of Leather, Champagne and Black. The
original price on these suits were $66.00 to $75.00.
Rale price on them will
be

$29.95

If price is an object come to -this sale.
We are going to give you the choice and pick of any
putt in ow 'tore that was originalry $75 00 and up, egardless of style or quality of
material, at the unusual price of__

534 95

We have a White Linen Skirt, made very full, seven
gored, plaited and trimmed with straps ot the same material, one that is a dandy at $2.75, we are
going to sell for.
e___
I
We are going to put into one enormous lot over 200
Skirts, made of all wool material, either in black or
colors, extra full skirts, plaited, trimmed with bands of
taffeta silk and with folds of the same material, any One
of which has never been offered for a cent less equE
than $5.00, we are going to sell for....___........4Leati
We also have a lot of black, brown and blue Panama
Skirts that are neatly plaited, either in box or side
plaits, made very full, a regular $7.50 value
that we are going to sell for
We are going to sell you a White Serge or Panama
Skirt, one that is full plaited, made extra lull and large,
also a skirt that you eau wash, the same as
linen, a regular $8.50 skirt for.
In our stock we find that we have an overdose of Black
Voile Skirts, and we are going to offer all of the plaited
and taffeta trimmed skirts in the house that
were formerly $12.50,
line of $15.00 Voile
Skirts comprise the most
for_., .Our
modern and best workmanship of any that we have ever
sold; they are neatly trimmed with bands of taffeta silk,
as well as plaited; these skirts we are going
to sell for
In our stock of White Skirts we see that we have too
many white voiles, a skirt that would appeal to any good
dresser; these are made extra full, seven and nine-gored,
the very best quality of Altman voile, and are our repellar $15.00 skirts, but we are going to sell
them for

ei85
.

$9.50

LADIES' JACKETS

SHIRT WAISTS

A Cravenette Covert Coat, fully lined throughout with
Skinners' satin, all inside seams bound, full length
sleeves, a 110.(X) coat, either in tan or black, e3 aL
for
Tan or Black Covert Rainproof Coat, loose or tight-fitting, lined or unlined, either in tan or black, garments
that sold for as high as S8.50 and $10.00,
will be sold for
$3.85
Broad Cloth Coats, loose or tight back, a eoat
that you can wear twelve months in the year. lined
with taffeta silk, full length sleeves,
$15.00 garments, will be sold for ........_...__$7.85
Black Silk Eton Coats, short or three-quarter sleeves,
lined throughout with taffeta of peau-de-ehene, an $8.50
garment, that we are going to sell
for
A long Silk Coat, black only, made of a good quality of
taffeta silk, unlined full length sleeves, nicely trimmed
and braided, a coat that sold for $18.50,
we are going to sell for

An assortment of shirt waists in lingerie that will please
any one. Made good quality of India linon, trimmed
with tucks and valencine lace, either in short or full
length sleeves. $1.00 and $1.25 waists,
will be sold for

ipasUiJ

$3.45

SILK GOWNS
Our stock of Imported Silk Gowns comprise the
very newest Models of foreign designers. The styles are
numerous-Princess, Cua-Sua and many others. The
qualities are of the very finest silks, namely, Taffeta
and Peau-de-chene. It will pay you to take a look at
three garments, whether you are in the market for them
or not.

S9.50

SILK PETTICOATS

Misses' Suits, Jackets and Skirts

Our guaranteed Silk Petticoat in all the new shades,
black or white, an extra full skirt sad made of a quality
of silk that will not split. It is our regular $7.50 petticoat but we RIro going to sell them
during this sale for
A better quality of Silk Petticoat, that formerly sold for
$9.50, one that is made extra full and contains the very
best quality of taffeta that is put into a pettier:sat. In all
colors, plenty of ruffles. Will be
itold for

We carry a full and complete line of Mimes.' Garments. All reduced to astonishingly low meas. $1.00
does the work of $2.00.

FURS? FURS?
Its a little out of season to offer Furs, but to the
saving buyer will say: our stock consists of about 500
scarfs which we will offer at one-third the former price.
Every kind of fur codeeivable. If you value money buy
now.

Sale Begins Wednesday, June 12,
at 9 a. Tla.
High grade ladies' garments at prices
heretofore thought impossible.

I Transportation paid to all purchasers of $20 and over, so don't let the distance keep you away. Get re- I
ceipt from ticket agent when you buy your ticket.

$3.135

Space pmhIblte mentioning many prices,
hut nothing will he reserved: the entire
stock will be on safest an average or 4e on
the dollar.

317 Broadway

Look for the Big
Red Sign

65c

A good quality of sheer India linen and batiste, all
white, full or three quarter sleeves, nicely trimmed with
a good quality of valeneines or linen lace. Weiste that
sold tor, from $1.65 to $2.00, will be
put on sale for...
_
gaiPU
If you want a swell waist its to be found here.
Our entire line of $2.25 and $2.50 waists, that are made
of the finest grades of India linon, and sheer batistes,
trimmed in Cluny, Valeneines and linen laces and insertion, any wanted style sleeve, will
be sold

1.24

'Waists that were 12 75 and 13.00, that are made up in
the very newest styles, neatly tucked. both front and
back, with handsome medallions inserted, any style sleeve, will be sold for .
1•

59

In our line of better waists, will be found the cream of
this seasons styles, both in the make-up of the garment
and the quality of the material used. These waists !told
for $3.25 and $3.50, either in white, colors or black, any
length sleeve, trimmed with the finest laces and tileked
or box plaited, will be sold
51.
95
for .
Silk Embroidered Waists, white or black, neatly tucked
and trimmed in the very best grades of imported !twee.
either three-quarter or full length sleeve, the
regular $5.00 waist, will be sold for
The ''nsow favorite" Peter Pan Waist being shown in
solid white, also white with blue, red or black dots.
These garments are the very newest and nobbiest that
you could possibly buy for summer wear; they
were $5.00, but we are going to sell them for____OLIJJ

$2.45
ei)

A Plain Tucked TaffeteSilk i Waist in the new russett,
black, white and red, full length or three-quarter sleeve,
a e5.00 and $7 50 waist, that we are
going
to sell for
The new Ze-Zame Silk Waist, one that is imported,
made of an imported silk in all colors and blackik ratly
tucked or plaited, a line that sold all the wee.
from $6,50 to $12.50, we are going to sell for_. ,.P195

THIS IS LEVY'S
ME111111111hre
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hese known to away In the bowls of
public opinion, grate judges have
loat their balance under such prak
APTIMPIOOIN AND INCIERLY
sure, and popular assemblages are
IT THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. but the registers of the state Of
feeling, Executives usually excuse
EIC0RPORATED
thenteeans by giving away to palmF. M. FISHER. Presideet
P. 3. PAXTON. General Manager.
ier clamor. Just now railroad rate
reduction is the fad. We would not
RATICat
(Concluded from First Page.)
Mitered at thT postothce at Paducah. be convicted of opposition to suoh
This is Contention of Defense
a movement on this statement. The
Xy. as second claim metier.
expression is directed to the method G. Fixes, of Chicago, delivered a
in Haywood Cast%
THE DAILY SUSI
By Carries. per week
10 not the purpose of the legialation lecture on temi>erance.
by mall. per month, in advance.. 26 New York's general assembly has folMrs. Eixen's Address.
By mall. per year. in advance...42 60 lowed the example
Mrs. Fixes is a Norwegian and her
in other states
Counael Turns Suddenly To Show
THE WEEKLY SUE
and enacted a two-cent fare law. accent gave an interesting turn to
%%too Inducements Were ExFor year, by mall, postage paid..$1.00 Governor
Hughes vetoed it and he her words, Her lecture followed funAddress. THE SUN. Paducah. Ky.
tended To Assassin.
gives as his reason, not the uncon- damental lines on the subject of temOdic*, 115 South Third.
Phon•
stitutionality of the measure, not the perance and was particularly directed
Payne & Young. Chicago •nd New positive injustice of it; but the pos- against the retail method of distrisibility of injustice being done the bution through the 'saloon. Through- HERO PRISONE
York, repm esentatives.
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railroads, because the legislators out her speech was characterized by
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rather
have
than
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not
oratorical
ted the question.
lag places:
There's courage for YOU. Governor effect, and she indulged In humOr
•
R. D. Clements A Ole
Hughes can get no glory from his ac- only sparingly. Answering the reveBoise, Idaho, June 14.— The men
Van cunt' Bros.
tion; for it is directly in the face of nue argutuent of the saloon support- who are battling to save the -life of
Palmer House.
Join Wilhelm's.
a popular demand He himself prob- ers, she caused amusement by say- William D. Haywood and the good
prefenled
ably favors the idea: but he demands ing that she
crooked name of the Western Federation of
that the thing be done in the right streets with straight men to walk Millers made their greatest assault
way. Governor Hughes makes lots of down them, to straight improved upon Harry Orchard
today, when
us ashamed of ourselves by his con- streets with men to walk crooked carrying their review, by cross exdown them. Mrs. Fixen said that one- amination, of his life of crime down
duct In office.
half the area of the United States to his confession, they bitterly asFRIDAY, JUNE 14.
The Texas court, in appointing a was under prohibition. After her lec- sailed his guiding motives.
Sts days they spent in stripping
receiver for the Waters-Pierce Oil ture many in the audience shook
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
company, is forestalling any effort hands with her. and Mr. Shaw said hint before the jury, of every shred
to pursue the old policy, pending ap- he wanted this social feature culti- of morality of character, and then.
May, 1907.
vated, and asked the audience to al- suddenly turning upon him in a final
peal of the ouster suit.
ways feel free to meet the various fierce attack, they fought with every
1
4118
16
3995
A daily newspaper, with more in- entertainers, This morning Mee Fix- means known to legal craft to Con2 ......3951
17
3991
dication
of humor than historic fact, en delivered another lecture on the vince the jury that Orchard was com3
3951
18
3973
has
asserted
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4
3961
20
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away the lives of innocent men In
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Irishman,
an
for
Pat Dugan, who Universe."
•
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hope of saving his own.
Commercial Club Work.
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3961
22
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He defended his motives by saying
The Commercial club Is distribut$
4006
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23
3943 place, and not for the legendary
ing a Mass of splendial- advertising he had finally experienced converPaduke.
chief,
If
were
certainso,
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9
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24
3965
sion
and pentlnence and had resolved
matter, at the Chautauqua, advertis10
3963
25
3961 ly, au Irishman is as noble as an Its
ing Paducah. It has a series of pots- to make all possible reparation by
11
3985
27
3955 (nate and we would have given the
tal card views of the city and other freely confessing all. McPartland had
13
3976
28
3940 industrious, and useful adopted son
interestin
g matter, which it is giving told him he was doing a great service
America,
of
Dugan,
glorious
Pat
a
14
3975
29
3935
for the state, and that states were
away
at
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monument
such
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,
he
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16
for
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kind to me who served them; there
W.
C.
U.
T.
judiciousl
Grateful.
y selecting the place for
31
3942 so
At
a meeting of the Paducah W. were no other' premises.
Total ...... .
107,232 his woodpile on the river bank.
For hours the defenses hammered
C. T., U. after Mrs. Fixen's lecture
Aterage for May, 1906
4001
away on the motive of his own life.
last
night,
a
vote
of
thanks
Ruef
Average for May, 1907
wants
understoo
was
it
that
tenhe,
d
3972
They sought to show it is force of
Personally appeared
before me, at least, played fair with Schmitz in dered the Paducah Chautauqua pro- example drawn from
immunity of
gram
committee for placing a temthis June 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- the matter of loot.
informers in the Mollie McGuire easperance speaker on the program, and
eral manager of The Sun, who afes but this the witness would not adfirms that the above statement of the
The Courier-Journal suggests "Go appreciation that a White Ribbon mit.
323 E3ROADVVAY
etircu:ation of The Sun for the month Back to the Constitution" as the woman was selected for _the place.
thlext they sought for it in OrchOr May, 1907, is true to the best of Democratic slogan for 1908. We an- It was also moved and carried that ard's effort
to bring Steve Adams to'
10111 knowledge and belief.
ticipated the expression "go back" this be puplished in the daily papers the state and then in subsequent
of
the
PETER PURYEAR,
city.
In the platform. When the Democratmeeting with McPartland and Gov- the delegates
examaned,it closely.
Notary Pub:lc.
Morning
Session.
Rush To Pay Taxes,
ic party manages to get the expresCall For Convention.
ernor Gooding,
For Reciprecal Demurrage.
My commission expires January sion "go forward" in
In full swing the Chautauqua opThaellepublieans of the city of Paits platform,
Once again they erflphasized the
About $6,621.98 of the first half
Declaring
for
the
22, 1908.
principle of renumber this fact that the witness had twice
It will ,have some chance of winning. ened for the second
year's city taxes of a total of $65.- ducah, Ky., are hereby called to meet
writ- ciprocal demurrage and calling
morning at 10:30 o'clock with anoth- ten his testimony out
upon
but Orchard re, all congress
000
have been collected by Treasuret in mass convention at the city hall in
men in Kentucky and Ten
the city of Paducah. Ky., on ThursDaily Thought.
All these coal men seem to he er lecture by Mrs. Laura G. Fixen. pelled the suggestion that it had been
John
J. Dorian, and the last week of
nessee to support any measure jntro"Not the crown of earth's perish- happy. They know that every sum- She spoke on "Our Relation to the changed by McPartland or anybody
day, June 27, 1907, at 3 o'clock p.
the
present
month
duced
will
in
bring
on
congress
a
toward
Universe"
and a lecture that showed else.
that end,
ing laurel, but the crown of heaven's mer Is followed by a winter.
for the purpose of selecting candi,the Kentucky-Tennessee Retail Coal great rush, property owners genera deep comprehension of the divine
god, marks the worthy brow."
dates for all of the city offices that
They tried to show him a pamperally
waiting
Merchants' association this morning
until the last few days are to
purpose for mankind and
how we ed, petter, hero-like
be filled at the election in
prisoner fed decided
THE GENIAL GENTLEMAN.
•o
pay their taxes. The total collecto join the National Freight
might get into harmony with it, was from the table
NOvember, 1907.
of the warden, - adWHAT'S IN A NAME?
In the various experiments of geetion
associatio
for
the
entire
n
as
the
year
heard
will
best
by
amount
the
means to secrowd that left house- dressed as "Harry" by
FRANK BOYD, Chairman,
Speaking of the names of towns ernment—national, state and local—
Governor cure their
object. It is probable that to $2.00,000, including collections
C. W. MERRIWEATHER, Sec.
and their origins, Metropolis. Ill., is America has suffered probably more keeping and business cares to re- Gooding and Warden Whitney, giva
foh
bill
every source.
will be introduced in congress
, fresh their minds in the cool out-of- en freedem and liberties
a monument to somebody's blunder. from the genial gentleman than from
no other next
fall along this and other lines
doors of the Chautauqua auditorium. prisoner ever had In
Located at an historic point, whose the original grafter. As long as the
the world, and
of legislation that would be beneficAt noon the Woman's club was in all this considera
So they are engaged, eh? Have
tion
name is familiar to readers of his- grafters can get in their work beimplying di- ial
—Wedding invitations, announceto the coal trade. George Cary they any tastes in common?
a bustle at the lunch tent getting rectly that he would
never be hanged
tory and the romance of early west- hind the name and position and
She— ments and every character of enTabb,
their first meal off in a succeseful for killing Stennehberg
secretary of the association, Oh! yes. They chew the same
ern development, the town bears a standing of the genial gentleman he
kind graved work is given careful, permanner. Many had brought lunches
•
was re-elected to that position in a of gut:a—Brooklyn
Eagle.
name significant of nothing, a name is rarely disturbed. Things go on
sonal attention at the S111).10 offirc.
with them and
the
park
grounds
C
r
e
well chueen for the purposes of ob- smoothly and the taxpayers pay the were
covered
duties of the office had been distribwith picnic parties
piper. The' genial gentleman is not
scurity.
which have grown so popular with
uted. --Instead of the secretary makOld Fort Massac. of Indian fame, altogether unconscious of whet is be- the
opening of the Chautauqua. Tie
ing trips over the two states looking
the resting place of Aaron Burr. is, ing done, but front his nature he pre- menu
card at the Woman's ebb ten.
after the business of the organize
perhaps, the most
beautiful
and fers to follow the line of :east re- was light but suitable to a summer
tion, and especially the membership,
conspkaous promontory along the sistance, and he reconciles to his con- day
lunch. One man. embarrassed by
IL was derided that a committeeman
science
indifferen
his
upon
ce
asthe
shores of the Ohio river. The Daughthe pretty gir:s waiting on him ore
should be appointed from each conters of the American Revolution have surnption that he should not engage dered only salted
peanuts and lemongressional district to handle this part
erected
a grand
monument, the in a ortaade to turn out one line of ade for dinner,
(Continued from page one.)
of the secretary's duties in that terribreastworks are restored and mount- grafters when another more hungry
Chautauqua avenue, the
tent
tory. These committeemen will be
ed with brats pieces, a river wall won:1i come in to take their places_ street, was not quite
Inhabited, but tion?" and "What Shall
appointed by the president and direcWe
But
now
then
Do
real
and
a
reformer
and terraces, drives, walks and spasigns of activity
were everywhere. About Short Weights?"
tors, and a meeting of the directors
cious lawns have made the place a breaks into all of these caculations. There are no lack
of welcome cards, The afternoon was spent by the to select these committeemen was
perfect delight. Shortly representa- Roosevelt becomes president of the tacked around, inviting
the visitors delegates in lounging around
the held this afternoon. No change was
tives from all over Illinois and the United States, or a Democrat of the to make themselves at home. The
hotels and in walking. At 5 o'clock made in the secretary's salary when
fighting
cauts
elected
is
treasurer
of
Mississippi
valley
will
aseemble
W. C. T. I'. tent was popular, and a special
car will take on the dele- this 'arrangement was made. It will
there, and the whole United States Pennsylvania, or Governor Hughes is the Red Cross hospital tent was
gates at Sixth street and Broadway leave
.Secretary Tubb free to look
will hear of the restoration of Fort selestcd to probe into the insurance ready for business. The Commercial
and a trip over all the lines lasting after the larger interests of the assoscandals. Then there Is mischief to
Nanette.
club and others are getting into until
7 o'clock, will be made. Re- ciation.
Beside the old fort, Metropolis pay. The facts are revealed to the shape.
turning to the starting point the deleThe question of weights was depublic, who have the hills to pay, and
Will nestle, secure in its °MeneStanley L. Krebs, a distinct suc- gates
will go into the convention ferred until the next annual convenpoptear indignation is aroused not
t) of appelation, even with all the
cess on last year's program, is ads,
hall to the final event of the two'don to-allow a committee to get data.
only against the organized grafting,
dressing a fine audience this aftertt4thtion attracted to its park. The
day's sessions. A banquet followed : By retrenching in the expenses of
not only against thg political manoon on the subject, "Hypnotism
majerIty of visitors, unable to reby a smoker will he given and with the association it was found that the
chines and their manipulators, but
and Suggestion." He will be followed
member two nutmeat in connection
against the tolerant men, the indifthe serious business of the conyen- present scale of dues wodld be sunltonight by a fine stereoptiron lecwith the fort, will forget the pretty
ferent men, the genial gentlemen
don behind them, the delegates an it:fent to run the organization: On relittle e'en. where they
left the who for their own peace and comfort ture by Dr. James S. Kletley. Pre- 1 ticipating a rouslug time.
quest of President C. R. [Roth, Mr.
ceding the evening lecture Miss,
train, The outside world will hear
passed by on the other side when
Hemenway will explain to the audi-' The Forbes Manufacturing corns W. C. Williams was In the chair at
Mottling of Metropolis. That is why they
had seen the political footpads
suet', her plans for the Boys and pany of Hopkinsville had one of its today's session. Resolutions thankMetropolis is suffering from a blun- holding
up the long-suffering Ameriing the entertainment committee for
improved coal wagon, on display
Girls' club.
der:
can taxpayer.
i their royal reception. President W11Cemmercial clubs In all cities are
The. state treasurer of Pennitylva'Hams and the other retiring officers
Have You Spring Fever?
spending thousends of dollars
YOU DON'T II A V E TO WAIT
in nth, who is in the main responsible
Warm, sultry day8, like those we ufor their services, and the city for
EEPING cool is a mattter of dress to a
Every dome make, you leelbetter. Lax- Post
systematically advertising their cit- for the exposures
of the robbery of
keeps your whole mashie, right. Gold on the have had the past few days, bring the cordial welcome, were passed and
ies for no purpose other than to im- the state At nine million dollars
considerable extent. Light, a i r y,
to money-back plan everywnere.
Prior cents. out the tired, run-down, spring fever the convention adjourned.
press the name on the outside world. furnish a four-million-dollar capitol,
condition
s
in the most healthy. We
skeleton coats and light trousers are the
Towns with historical names are ad- urges that his successor should be a
—gee moving Ili-tures at the Vast feel drowsy most of the time, indiffer- A POOR HAIR RESTORER
vertised in blstory and fiction.
If "polarised Democrat of the radical
ideal clothes for warm weather.
ent to everything, sometimes have
WAS CAN OF TURPENTINE
an this week
(Metropolis was called Fort Mussee.
dull
headaches
,
and
are "out of
or Maesac, the name would be worth
1Vhen any Imrd work is to be done
sorts" generally.
We want you to see the special values
Growing hair On his horse by the
thousands Its population and mil- the call
is for a radical, nahen crime
I
This is a conditiort incident to the application of raw turpentine Its an
lions In revenue, to it.
in shadow plaids and club checks in light
Is to be concealed and the met? 'who
first warm weather, but, it is merely unpleasant experience credited to A.
perpetrated it are to be given a gennature's warning to get in fit con- Pollock, the Broadway jeweler, the
weight, two piece suits in browns, grays
It's an MeV-aeon of returning na- eral pardon, then we call on the condition for the warm season ahead. result of a joke. Pollock's horse did
servative
an
i fancy patterns we are showing at $15.
men, some of whom are
tional sanity, that the ramming of a
The condition is due to a sluggish not have a very abundant supply of Da v a 1 tender in Hampton Roads was genial and some of whom are saturliver, deranged digestive functions, hair, and its owner asked a friend
They
are worth more, but a fortunate purnine; but all of whom are ready to
not :earthed to the Japanese.
or probably deranged kidneys. It Is what was good to grow
hair on
"let bygones he bygones."
chase
enables us to offer them at $15.
easily and quickly cured, if taken in horses. He received a reply that tie.Treasurer
Berry,
of
Pennsylva
ipentine
nia,
was
hand
generally
Rae Japan copied our yello* jourin time,
used, and
speaks of "the difficulty of resisting
We also have a splendid value in a two
I The osteopathic treatment is this!straightway procured a pint bottle;
nal, too? Then there will be no sethe
temptatio
n
go
to
,
along
of
the fluid. Driving into an alley
with the
crecy In the next military campaign,
sane, rational, most effective cure
tnt
piece
blue serge at $15.
suave, genial fellows in the other
fo such ailments. aeveral treat- : the rear of the Gilson paint wtora
ouch as characterized the Japanese
offices who are se willing to make
army headquarters during the war
ments in the dry hot air machine, fol- uhe began to apply the fluid liberally.
things pleasant." The Philadelphia
with Russia. We apprehend the press
lowed by the osteopathic treatment He had not removed his horse frOlti
Revord, referring to this state, says
SILK MOHAIR. SUI FS IN
eradicates the condition. It litimu- harness or buggy, and before he had
of lakio will demand certain privithere is no mistaking this allusion to
thrarteghly soaked the animal,Abegen
late°
leges, etc.
every
function
.—the liver, and
LOOK OVER THE TOWN,
Treasurer Berry's genial eeleal
GRAY AND BLACK $ 20
stomach and bowels, the kideeye and to have trouble.
eosiatlates on the board of public and afterwards, If you are interested
Jumping fits seized the horse, butt
blood, the heart action, and does It I
No one has asked Hurry Orshard grounds and
buildings.
Mr. Berri in property anywhere in it, call on us without resort
Pollock rubbed away at, a disadvantto drugs of any sort,
If he ever stole an umbrella
Are admits that under his persuasiv
The mohair ito the lightest weight suit made.
age. Finally the actions of his horse
e in- and we will give y-ou any Information --jute osteopath
y.
they afraid of prejudicing The jury? fluenee he did join in the
approval of about It we can. We have
a'rarmed him, and when he failed tb
I
It
should
is a new tabric in suits, is water proofed
like for you to Investi0
a miner Sandereon Houston swindle
, H017SF,t4 TO SELL
gate osteopathy, it Is a new ectenoe quiet it, he ("Li:eft for aid.
Owensboro homes+ the Invention of before he was yet -warm In his office
and retains its shape. Nothing like it has
Several brawny negroes answered
in healing, but, there is nothing OcIn the most desirable sections.
a fluid for the use of transportation or had formed a conception of
the summons and succeeded In unthe
cult
We
yet
about
have
also
tote
been produced for summer suits. We
it,--that
look
-merely
orientilic hitching
minuslines in keeping down vegetation in offic:al neglect, complacency and eonthe lease. It revered Much
_,, !tally good for future development, manipulation to restore a deranged
the right of way, No NUNCIO an ever nivance revealed in the !Witch
want you to see them in the handsome silver
hrt end that will prove profitable invest- function to normal activity, and to persuasion to Induce the little animal
observed the necessity for inventing graft.
to art" from the ground, where It
ments.
give
tone
grays,
to
all
oxfords and black patterns, at $20.
the
organs
of
the
anything to keep grew from growing
rolled In burning agony, but finally
If every men In publis was made
body.
on the highways.
the harness was taken off before broof the sluff that resists this kind of
The great success I ant hfithltS with
ken to pieces.
persuasion the whole system would
It every day in the treatment of Pasoon
he cut out, root and branch.—
A hurry call was made on 'Gilson,
IIF)RE'S COVRAGE.
ducah people you know well is the the
paint man, end a gallon of oil
There' is no other courage like bouiaville Pont.
Real Estate and Rentals
testimony I offer for it. Call me
secured to ease the burning horse,
• ynorai eourage. The ultimate test of
over phone 1407, or call to see me, and
prevent the strong turpentine
Weld Courage Is to boldly and open"That young lawyer friend of Fire, Accident, Health, Life and upstairs,
516 Broadway, it any time (tom aeMovItot
what little hair the
fy to act in conformity with one's yours." ''Weli?" "lies he popped
Liability Insurance.
from 9 to noon or 1:74). to
in the animal had
itestivletkins le the Is
of popular the question?" "Only hypothetical441
'
i
tifternoon
.
Dr.
G.
B. Erogilk Woo
;Both Phones 127:
,deentitnent or peeJudIW. Courti have ly."
Courier-Journi.
itstalet.
The Evening fitin-10c, a week.

be Vaoucab Sun.

SUCCESSFUL IS
TO SAVE HIS LIFE
OPENING NIGHT ORCHARD SPEAKS

BALD FACTS

Here are a few bald facts--plain
and unadorned.
They're clothes facts.
Now! Here we go!
Dressing well at a moderate cost
is not beyond the possibilities of
any man who will come to this
store for his wearables.
By "dressing well" we mean
dressing in style—dressed in Clothes
that fit and set to the figure in just
the right way.
Clothes that are perfectly tailored and have the appearance of custom
made garments.
•
Such Clothes are within easy reach of
you, Sir, if you come here for them.

11414010 I

Union Store Card

OAL MERCHANTS•
,GO TO KNOXVILLE

411

•

'TAMMY
"SKELE,
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$15.00
ill Buy You a Splendid
Two Piece Suit

We Are Spelalizing on aline
at lhat Price
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

ect.

;The visitorei prize went to Miss January, and the first pflse was taken
by Mrs. Joseph Exalt. Both prizes iI
were fans
After the game a dainty
two course luncheon was served the
guests.

NINETY PERCENT
MINIMUM GOES UP

PAGE FM.
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STUFF 12 HOURS

Woman's Club Tent.
Miss Graoe Patton and Miss EuThe Woman's club tent at the nice Taylor, of Elizabethtown, Ill.,
Chautauqua was opened this morn- are visiting Mrs. U. G. Gullett, 2222 Freight Rates on Less Than
ing and was given a liberal patron- Jefferson street.
Carload Lots Advanced
age. However; as the week
pro
Mr. and Mrs. Museoe Burnett regreeeee; it is certain the business will turned today from Louisville.
be better. Two meals each day at
elitaree Mary and Evelyn Walker,
noon and night will be served. The of Dyersburg, Tenn., will arrive to- No More
Cut Rates to Sunday Schools
following ladies will be in charge morrow to visit Mrs. John F. Co'or Anybody Else in Illinois
tomorrow: Mrs George Thompson, ington and Miss Nell Kirkland.
State,
chairman; Mesdames Muscoe Bur- I
Mies Willie Barrier, of Newborn,
nett, William
Bradshaw, Wheeler Tenn., is the guest of Mrs. John F.
Campbell, William Kidd, Alex Kirk- Covington,
We put in this sale all our Ladies; Tailored Suits, includland, R. D. MacMillen, John Keilerd
Mrs. Campbell Flournoy and Mee. RAILROADS HAVE "COME BACK."
ing cloth suits, in stripes, cheeks and solid colors, in eton or
Wilmoth Rooks, Mary Watson, trees- Harrison Watts have returned tram
bait hit ai ooats, Marked exceptionally low at tirmt, on ac
urer; J. B. Flash, D. C. Wright, E. St. Louis.
count of their late arrival, we are going to close eheln out
Fels, C. Sherrill, C. E. Jennings, M.
Mrs. A. E. Tenon, of Berkeley,
now at half price.
E. Sherrill; Misses Dora Husbands. Cal., will arrive tomorrow from
).• 1st
•
With the withdrawal of all passen
Jennie Gilson.
ets.e. CO
Mouteagle, Tenn., to visit her daugh _ ger rates less than 2, cents a mile, ex$adie4' Read:Ho-Wear Separtment.
e trioter, Miss Eleanor Trezevant, of Mon- ,cept commutation suburban rates and
Mrs. J. H. Rudy's Card Party.
i special rates for railroad employes
roe street.
Mrs. J. II. Rudy entertained at
Mists Pansie Statton, of Evans' in the states of Illinois, Iowa. SUScards last night at the residence of s ville, is the guest of her aunt, ea.e. souri, Minnesota, Nebraska and ArMT. J. A. Rudy, complimentary to George Weikel. of Monroe street.
licensee, conies the announcement of
South, Tenth street, and will be bur- Miss Helen Dillon, of St. Louie, who! Mr. Boyd eidam, of Dallas. Tea., thewithdrawal of all ress than caried tomorrow in Oak ,Grove ceme- is :visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Mac- c has gone to New York after visiting load commodity freikht rates in illitery. He came from Tennessee a Millen. Euchre was played and af-'Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Davis, 1102 Mon- hots and preparations in all the state:terwards a dainty
luncheon
named to advance the minimum catwas roe street.
few weeks ago.
served. Miss Anne Stripling, of Fort I
Miss Elizabeth Kelly went to mern _ ,Ioad weight on more than 90 per cent
Worth, Texas, who is visiting Mies phis today for a visit.
of the drticles named in the western
Marjorie Scott, won the lady's prized
Miss Clara Scott. 34)2 Harrison. freight classification, also the abolia lase fan. Mr. Wallace Well won street, left today for
—Fear Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Buckinghani. ticneof several commodity tariffs and
the gentleman's prize, a book, and Ill., to visit.
'restoration of the articles to classitl—Earthquake, try it.
presented it to Miss Raines, of Nash-I
' —Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001
Mrs. .1. T. Jenkins has returned cation.
/
2
ville. The guest of honor was pre- from Holly Springs, MItei
I This will advance iron articles 6.Broadway. Phone 196.
KNOCKED SENSELESS AND LEFT dented with a silver cologne
—Fine carnations at 50c per dozbottled
Mrs. Horace Van peeentee ane t 000 pounds; agricultural implements
IN ROAD.
Among those present were
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
Miases little daughter will return to Knox-14,004; grain products, 5,004), and
Helen Dillomi, of St
—The world renowned Earthquake
Louie; Anne vine tomorrow, after visiting Mrs. H. all other carload commodities from
Stripling, of Fort Worth; Harriet H, Lurton.
carpet cleaner is sold by Biederman.
I3,004) to ,G,1).00 pounds. and, with tilt
Raines, of Nashville: Blanche Helsel Misses Alice and Jennie Sparks abolition of commodity tariffs on low
Gray's cafe, 401 Broadway. Noon- Buggy Ran Him Down
But, Who DriElizabeth Sinnott, Frances Wallace, will leave tonight for a trip east,
day luncheon for ladies and gentlegrade shipments, will have the etre( c
ver Was Is Not Known—Injury
IMarjorie Scott, Canine owell, Faith I
men 25 cents. A la Carte bill of fare.
Miss Ruby* Wear, of Murray, s'of making a general advance ill
Not Severe.
Langstaff and ifeetta Hatfield;
—The only carpet cleaner;
Mr. visiting the family of Colonel B. B. freight rates of about 6 per cent.
the
and Mrs. R. D. MacMillen and Messrs. Linn, of North Fifth street.
Earthquake. Saves work and money,
('ut Rates Refused.
Richard Rudy, Wallace Well, CbarlesI Mrs. W. G. Knight and daughter
—Colored souvenir post-card d of
The executive committee of the
the city. Something entirely bew in
Knocked from 'his bicycle by a Cox: Charles Alicott, Dow Wilcox. have gone to visit Mrs. Knight's sls- Western Passenger association le Id
the line. Just' arrived and are now on vehicle, H. J. Morrison. stenographer Stewart Sinnott, Frank Davis, Will ter, Mrs. James I. Hamlett, of Ful_ a special meeting Thursday for the
in the office of Master Mechanic R. Rudy and S. Y. CAW/,
tale at R. D. Clements & Co.
purpose of completing the wsrk
lton,
IncorporateI.
_We glee ykoa better carriage and E. Fulmer, of the Illinois Central,
Dr. 13. G. Thomas and Dr. Van staeted the day before. All eelt-Itm
better service for the money than was picked up unconscious at the
In Honor of Visitor..
1 Stilley. of Benton, were in the city,,tions for reduced rates were refuse:I,
Is given by any transfer company in!turn of the Broadway road leading
In honor of Mies Laura January.'yesterday on their way home, arta,This includes conventions of all kiwis
—4
America. Fine carriages for special to Wallace park last night about 11 Mrs. Herbert S. Wells entertained at attending the American
Medical so- camp meetings, Sunday school exSTRAYED -Two yearlings. One
occasions on short notice; also ele- 1 o'clock. He recovered in a half hour her apartments In the Empire fiats ciety at Atlantic City.
cursions and merchants' conventioha.
white steer weighing about 551)
gant livery r;gs. Palmer Transfer CO I butefalled to learn who was respon- yesterday at five hundred, The
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wood are The maximum and minimum pass-enpounds, :one speckled heifer weigh—Mr, Justus Petter, of Elizabeth isble for the fail, which rendered rooms were attractively
decorated visiting in Metropolis.
ger rates in all western states passing about 450 pounds. Finder please
street near Seventh street, had al diem unconscious land smeeshed his with sweet peas, and after the game
Mr. Charles Farrington has gone ing 2 cent rate bills will 'he thee.
notify F. Terree, 217 South Third
carnation bush growing four distinct' bicycle to pieces.
a refreshing course of ices was serv- to Elkhart, Ind., to spend the sum- Provided by law. All roads were repstreet.
Old phone 100S-a.
colors of carnations.
The young man attend-ed the Chau- ed. The visitor's prizae‘a silver hat mer.
resented, and the so called weak liaes
—Don't fail to attend the opening / tauqua, and after it was over mount- pin holder, was captured by Mies
Mr, and Mrs. Edson Hart hrrve re- stated they would confine their rates
LOCKSMITH wanted, 1.039 Jeffer- —AMERICAN Federation of Musiball at Dixon Springs, June 15. Cheap ed hjs wheel and started for the city. January: and the first prize, a hand- turned home
cians, colored, will enroll you for
sop
aftet a short visit to to the regular schedule.
rates on „I. V. railroad. J. M. Groves, He was riding at an ordinary speed painted tea strainer, went to Mrs.
$1.50 until July 2, when the fee will
Mrs. T, J. Miles at Mayfield.
MITCHELLS. for high-grade bicy- be raised to $111. Anyone
Manager.
when sdme one in a buggy came up Hal Corbett. There were three ta-wishing to
In Police Court.
J. E. Hancock, of Mayfield, cattle
cles,
326-328
South
Third street.
-- Save monee and time and try behind him. The end of a shaft bles. The guests were: Mesdames E.
join should see F. McNeilly, Prem.;
An hour was consumed In police
to Paducah Wednesday to spend a
FOR DRY WOOD, Old
the Earthquake carpet cleaner. Sold struck hlm, he believes, and he G. Boone, Victor Voris, George Hart,
Phone Frank Jones, Vice Prest., or W. M.
court this morning in hearing eviweek with friends and relatives,
2361.
knew nothing more after falling. He Frank
by Biederman.
Riley, Sec'y.
Ferriman,
Hal Corbett,
dence
warrant
on
a
charging
Dr. L.
Miss Lillie elayes Sutherland has
--Do your own carpet cleaning by was carried into the residence of Dr. Charles Wheeler, Richard Terrell, M.
WANTED—A
good
cook,
GET OUT of the wet. Jobs won't
at
once,
returned from Chicago. where she P. Sanders with permitting a pool of
buying the
Earthquake
carpet Dismukes, close by.
Nash, George Exalt, George McCabe, attended the Bush Temple conserva- stagnant water to stand on his prop- 1039 Jefferson.
be so easy to get next year. We can
Hie left temple had been struck by C. C. Warren, Edwin McCabe, of Chicleaner,
PASTURE for rent. good grass use 500 machinists. Highest wages;
tory of music, to spenti the summer erty ott Leake avenue. In order te
—C;ty subscribers to the
Daily the shaft, as he turned to see how cago: Mrs. Leacritt, of St. Louts, and vacation with her parents,
employment
guaranteed.
determine if the natural drainage and plenty of water. Phone 334-2. steady
Mr.
and
Sun who wish the delivery of their far he was from the vehicle, and hie Misses Laura January and Mary Brae
was changed in- an alley improveFOR heating and stovewood ring Transportation advanced to machinMrs.
Sutherland,
Arch
Broadway.
714
papers stopped must notify our col- right temple was bruised by contact eltou.
ists, having first-class references. We
'Miss Edna Johnson went to Nash- ment, for which the city is respovel- 427 F. Levin,
lectors or make the requests direct with the street. Mr, Morrison's right
positively make no charge in
any
or
if
jsroperty
the
owners
by
ville
this
morning
to
be with her blet
FOR SALE—lee box almost new.
to The Sun office. No attention will hip was wrenched and his wheel nearway, manner, shape or form, for sebuilding
un_
their
lots,
up
Supper
caused
a
at Park.
mother, who is in a sanitarium,
Apply
904
Kentucky.
avenue.
totally
wrecked.
ly
be paid to such orders when given
curing jobs for inaehiniste. Address
change, of datinage, Pollee Judge
A number of young people took der treatment for nervousness,
BRICK WORK WANTED -Phone with references The National Metal
to carriers! Sun Publishing Co.
supper at Wallace park last night. • Master Car Builder T. M. Baughan Cross took a flying automobile ride 1562.
—For the best and cheapest livery
Trades Association, Cincinnati, 0.
Starts Brick Industry,
The party was given in honor of of the Illinois Central shops, is in to the scene to personally investigate,
rig-s, ring 1410, either phone. CopeFOR RENT—Rooms furnished Or
Mr. David Sanders, formerly of Mies Emma
'reserving
decision
his
tomer.
until
Mayer,
who leaves for Anchorage, playing his boys in
land's stable. 419 Jefferson street.
unfurnished. 520 North Sixth.
this city, has just formed a 2100,000 summer school
Not Mrs. Bass But Ross,'
'row or Monday. The board of pithnext
school.
week.
After
-- Following are examinations or- corporation to Manufacture brick at
WHITE COOK wanted, old phone
Through an erroneous entry on
supper the party spent the evening
Mete Ural Jones, of Saxon. Mo, lie works was represented by Mr
dered for this dietriet by the U. S. San Antonio,' Tex., where he is 10the police court docket, it was made
boat riding. In the party were: returned home today after visitieg George Langstaff. City Engineer L. 1658.
civil service commission:
Winner, rated. He is to be vice-preeldeat and NI
THREE soliceers wanted. Apply to appear that Mrs. Bass was fined
Washington and Street inspector
!SAO* Marie Roth, Elsie Elam, Em- Miss Sallie Forrest, of North Eighth A
printer and assistant printer, nursery secretary- of the company. The only
ma Mayer, Inez Bell, Camille Legeay, street.
Elliott and many property .owners C. J. Acree Furniture store, 203 $25 and costa for running a di.-,orle'
•
man, electrisni engineer and drafts.- brick plant in the town, a city of
Minnie Pieper, Ruby Mayer, Audrey
derly house. It was Mrs. Roes, of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Shelton will and residents were heard in the case, South Third street.
man, supervising architect's °Moe, 85,000, burnea this spring, so the
Taylor, Agnes Carnets, Miss Starton. return today from their bridal tour which has been pending for several
WANTED— Good girl or woman Tin Can alley.
July 17 and -laboratory aid, bureau new company starts out with excelAnna Harlan, Hazel Ashoff, Selma in the east. They will reside at I weeee•
to do general house work. Apply
Deeds Filed,
of plant Industry department of age lent prospects.
Pieper, Maggie Lydon: \fevers. Oscar Fifth and Monroe streets, temporar-I Other cases: Gas le Wright and 1223 Monroe street. Old phone 505.
J. R. Cooper to R. Holt, property
retulture, July 10.
Grief, Clyde Bell, Joe Roof, James ily.
Willie Wesbrook. breach of ordinance
In the county, $1,250.
--Season tickets for the ChautauFuneral of Daniel Cunningham.
ONE NICE furnished
room for
Ripley, Al Roth, Clifford Blackburn.
Mies Helen Powell will return to- dismissed; George Thrift, drunkenThe funeral of Daniel Cunningqua are on sale at McPherson's drug
rent. With all modern conveniences.
Will Seam, Walter Winfrey, Gus day from Levansville after a two ness, $I and costs.
In Bankruptcy.
store. Adults' tickets can be ex- ham, who was drowned in the TenGentlemen preferred. Inquire at 713
Legeay, John Moller, Paul Legeay. weeks' visit to friends and relatives.
Referee in Benkruptey E. W. Bagchanged to two children's tickets. nessee river, will be held at 4
Kentucky avenue.
George Moller, Joe Carnes, Arthur
Mr. Robert Wallace will return to- 'In a dramatic season New
York
by has recommended the permanent
—Place your orders for wedding o'clock this afternoon at the St.
FOR SALE— 500 shares Mergen- closing or itiQ
Willett, Joe Roth.
morrow from Princeton university to City averages (lie different plays and
C. Q. C. Leigh bankinvitations at home. The Sun
is Francis de Sales church. The burial
thaler-Horton
Basket
Machine
com- ruptcy case, now that all litigation in
spend the summer vacation with his changes in bills.
showing as great an assortment as will be Ln Oak Grave cemetery.
pany
stock at 10 cents per share. Ad- the state court
parents, Mr. and Mrs. fleorge C. WalMrs. Terrell Entertains.
has been,settled,
yog will find anywhere, ad prices
dress Lock Box 43, Jewett, Ohio.
Complimentary to Miss Laura Jan- lace.
Prof. W. 11. Rugg, principal-elect
much lower than you will have to
Notice.
Mr. Henry NV, Care will return of the High school, will leave this
uary, Mrs. -Richard Terrell enterSHORT ORDER lunches a apepay elsewhere.
In a lazy man the hump of hope
All members of C L. U. are retomorrow from the Central univer- evening for Cbicago, where he will eialty at Page's restaurant, 119 South
tained
at
cards
this
morning
at
her
is abnormally developed.
- John Ellis, emorea, a workman queeted to be at their hall at 7
sity at Danville.
enter the University of Chicago for Third street.
Dreyfues, Weil & company, had his o'clock tonight, by order of president. home, 519 Kentucky seyenue. The
Mr. William Farrell, of El Pape the summer course.
spacious porch of this hospitable
LOST, today on west Washington,
hand badly cut today by the explowith
home was prettily decorated
Mr, J. G. High returned today black record book, 61
with Tex., has accepted a position
SAZ
/
2x81
sion of a bottle.
/
2. Reward
Several stitcher
—See Moving Pictures at the Park sweet peas and potted plants, making the Illinois Central as telegraph op- from a business tr:p to Mayfield, Fulfor return to City Engineer's office.
were taken in the wound. Dr. J. D.
all this week
Easy Monthly Payments.
an ideal place for a morning party. erator.
ton and 'Wickliffe,
Robertson dressed the injury.
FOP. RENT— Third
floor over
_
MISS Eunice Brown, who has been
Mr. R. W. Walker returned at
--Caesar Hughes, colored, died of
Frank Jose' barber shop, 117 N. 4th See Lillard D. Sanders
the guest of Miss Kathleen White- noon from Dyersburg. Tenn., wheee
eomplicatione last night at
1228
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
SHORT WORK WITH A DOLLAR.
Phone 763. °Mee 314 S. Sixth St.
field, returned to her home in Mad- he visited hia teeter.
FOR RENT — Newer decorated
isonville today.
apartments. Modern Improvements
M . Gus Hank returned from MayHecht Apartments, 511 Adams.
field today after a business trip
1771E
—11401
there,
-71
17:ST sandwiches,chile
and hot tamales, call at 111 1-2
Mr. F. C. Burnett, 305 North
South Third street.
Fifth street, retumel today from
Mayfield to vise his family.
CLOTHES cleaned an pressed All
Mr. George Kolb returned today
work guaranteed. Solomon, The Tails
from Mayfield, after a business trip
or, 113 South Third street. Phone
in the interest of his firm.
1016-a,
WS. J. Fe Luria
arrived today
FOR RENT-- Four rooms, all confrom Mayfleld and for the next few
veniences, over my store. Solomon,
days will be the guest of her son,
The Tailor, 113 Sohth Third, Phone
North
Mr. Frank A. Lucas, 502
1016-a,
Fifth street.
FOR
RENT--Four unfurnished
Miss Marie Leming, 1615 Broad
rooms imitable for light housekeepstreet, went to Louisville to visit
ing, at 604 North Seventh. Old
friends today.
Phone 569,
Mr. Harry Lucas returned today
WALLPAPER-5 cent paper, 1
from Mayfield after a.biltIltrAs trip
through Tenneseee.
At this season the serge sprits a roll; 10 cent paper, 7 cents a
roll; 20 cent paper, IS cents, a roil.
Mr. George Smith returned to3 BARRELS ICE TEA 1URRLER5
day after a business trip to May- l‘tit always surges into pop- Phone 1956. Leroy,
field.
W'5'ED— By man with small
"To progress, keep in the
Misses Robbie Smith and Frances ularity.
family. Employment driving dairy
tlhlaeke
or
ly.
i of Golconda, are visiting In
wagon or other light work. Address of progress."
Our line of scarfs is in II,
There's something B. D. Scott 709 S. Sixtrenth.
39c the Half Dozen
Mr. Archie Ford, of St. Louis, Is
line
of good taste.
HARNESS, saddles and
repair,
fatting his aunt, Mrs. Dora Pierson. about a blue serge that ')on't forgot
Padueah Harney's and
Good
taste does nol
Now is the season for ice tea
815 South Third street.
always holds its own if you -addle Co., 204 Kentucky avenue lively patterns this season.
and this is the proper shaped
Miss Pansy Shorten. of Clarksville
New phone 516
reterned to her home today own the right kind.
A quiet grey suit requires a
tumbler to use.
WANTED—Settled woman who is
after vieltine Mrs. Georgie Welke:,
pronounced
a good cook to live on place. Good
scarf.
Made of medium weight press1769 Monroe street.
It's never out of place wages to right party. Old Phone
A dark suit is improved by a
ed glass, clear and flawless, with
Mrs. Lula Switzer returned to her
1666. Mrs. Prank Rdeke.
home in Lontaville today, after vette
lively ciavat.
fluted bottom like the illustrain any place, and the place
JAMES PUFFY has removed his
ing friends and relatives here.
111116
.44
Both are all right here.
tion.
tailor
shop to South Ninth street near
Spencer Starks returned today to get the best is here.
See
window display for novel
Broadway, where he would be pleased
The regular price is 60e the
from a business trip through
the
to
see
customers.
his
Cleaning
south,
and
ties.
half dozen. Lay in a supply
.pretWing neatly done. Old
Mrs. J. R. Martin returned today to
phone
Saturday.
462-a.
rteville, after vielting
her home In Gee
-.....,moon
ompooto
ot
111
eThs old man has discharged the new oflio• boy."
Mrs. Pat O'Brien, 1001 Jefferson
Pti&n
WE MAKE a speed/My' of fancy
11
)
'What for?"
‘
etreet.
l'6
-f.
rare track fiA4(11P4. and harness: also
"Oh, he sent him out for a dollar's worth of cigars, •nd'the boy carnal basis
Mrs). W. 11. state and daughter.
repair work. Paducah Harness and
4110- MB MOM
with two fifty winters."
Frances Louise. left today for Mad319 BROADWAY
Saddle Co., 204% Kentucky avenue.
419•41111
isonville to spend the en:lamer.
New Phone 646.
a

Into One Hour With One
of Hart's Washers

dome 'exceptional Value; in

claws 6uits

2uring `Cur: 'um 'Clearance dale

12
Hour
Washing
Easily
Done in
One
Hour

mil")

LOCAL NEWS

BICYCLE RIDER

-

:With
Hart's
Washing
Machine
It will
Greatly
Surprise
You

Hart has a large line to select from. Some do
all the work, eveni to turning the crank; while
a little effort is needed on the others.

•

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

New 4-Room louse for

Special Saturday

\\•

Noah's Ark Variety Store

rink

PkOE

Will J. talbcrea riaccetiai.
Will .T. Gilbert, the enterprising
druggist, rather than await the ordinary methods of introduction, urged
WAS USED BY 1 iii. tItARS lot it HUNDRED I EARS .to.
the Dr. Howard Co. to secure a quick
coteN. sale for their specific for the cure of
OF
CONSOLIDATION
WILL BE BEFORE REPUBLICAN
as a blood purifier. Many people, especially those whose work confines WAS
consteuitku and dyspepsia by offerSTATE CIUNVENTION.
('IL IIV WOMEN'S CLUBS.
them indoors, Suffer from impure blood. 10 takes many forms; .eczenaae
ing the regular 5eic bottle at half
scrofula pimples, sallow dlionplexiumetehing, sores anaemia (poor watery
priae.
•
blood) are all a sign that your blood is in an unhealthy condition. The
The wonderful success of this plan
way
Wood.
and
the
only
to
belife of the body depends upon riciepure
Elegant Reception at Which Paducah was a great surprise even to Will J Both Are Candidates For Nomination
Gilbert, and today there are scores
come strung and well is to get at the root of the disease and remove the
Womeres Giiens Were MentionFor Attorney General and
of people here in Paducah who are
Expect To 'Win.
ed as Exquisite.
cause, Dr. Eduarche Compound Dandelion Pills are prepared from a fausing and praising this remarkable
inoua old preseliption. They contain nothing but vegetable matter and ate
remedy.
s
unequalled as a remedy for the cure of all blood diseases. Get a box todaaIn addition to selling a 5.0c. bdttle
Guaranteed under the Pore Food and Drug Act, June 30, 1905. Serial
Shelbyville, Ky., June 14.e-Padu- of Dr. Howard's specific for 25c.
Louisville, June 14.-Today the
Numbe 3517.
invitation Will J. Gilbert has so much faith in frienes of George W. Jolly announce
cab has extended an
through club delegates, and a tele- the remedy that be will refund the that he w:.1 be a eandidate for at1104d by all Diuggiaes. Zee; Schenck Chemical Company. Manufatfurers.
cure.-: oney to anyone whom it does not torney general, and that he will have
gram has been received fremthteheFPeda- M
Street,
(Look
for
this
Signature.)
Rew
leek
and
h-1-3.6 Franklin
a strong support. "Jolly is id it to
ducah city council. Inviting
eration of Women's clubs to
Gut! When your head aches,- your stone win," said one of his supporters
W. B. all'HERSON, Druggtat,
city. This is a courtesy never before.ach does not digest food easily and "and we intend to get the place for
Paducah, lay.
extended by a city council. and 19 naturally, when there is constipation, him if we can."
Mr. Jolly is one of the best-known
much 4preelated.
Ispecks before the eyes, tired feeling,
The reception given in the court giddiness, bad taste in the mouth, Republicans of the state. Hee was
of scienao hill last evening was a coated
tongue, heartburn, sour United States district attorney for
brilliant affair, followed by a musical stomach, roaring or ringing in the one term, and made an excellent reein the chapel. The court was attrac- ears, melancholy and liver troubles, led in office.
Mr. McKenzie Moss, formerly conlively decorated with sheaves of Dr. Howard's specific will cure you.
green wheat, bound around the col- If it does not, it will not cost you a gressman from the Third district, will
be named, by his friends as a candiumns which support an upper gal- cent.
date for attorney general. Mr. Moss
:ery. Rustic seats, banes of palms in
f s a young man of fine abilities and
the center of the court, and other
,"Jewel Dinnet" the Climax.
New Yoak, June 14.- That Howa strong personal following. Ae a
Iloral decorations gave the atene all
the
Tirtradway has been free with
ard Gould is now being trailed by
camptlign speaker, Mr. Moss is un;he attraction of an outdoor enterthe enraged husband of a well lanowu names of several young and pretty tainment, without that disturbing
usually effective.
actress wes the startling developmente women, said to have been in How- element of uncertain elements.
or
less
company
more
Gpuld's
ard
marital
&Maultoday In the Gould
LEMON, PET CAT, FALLS IN
Many exquisite toilets were worn
frequedtly tot the last year. The sen- by the ladies. elite Caroline Leech
Ces.
LOVE WITH PEACH, A DOLL
the Gould RepAccording to this story, Gould in- sation of sensations in
has been a striking figure throughout
:earned today,
River Stages.
There is much loose talk in Bellecurred the enmity of the husband aration suit, it was
the sessions. Her stylish gray Whir
Gould in an enCairo
36.3 43.8 rise ville, N. J., about the so-called "afduring the actor' fund fair. The ine- will revaal Howard
suit of the morning, worn with a
a
th
host
new
light-that
of
tirely
Tall
9.9
1.5
fair" between "Lemon" and "Peach,"
lionaire's attentions to one of the
vete- wide sailor trimmed in brighttChattlanc(Wa
of actresses at a jewel din35.0 1.7 rise says the New York World. The truth
beauties at the fair a: Cu -d the an- number
red, with red poppies at her belt, was 'Cincinnati
magnifitight out' ner which for novelty and
ger of her hu-nand. lie
replaced in the evening by an exquis- Evansville . •..... 20.3 1.1 rise Is that a pure platonic love inspires
cence /!clipsed the famous "Seeley
8.5 ',Tea rise one part only to the falsely named
Gould anti a v!o:en: quarea resit:eel.
lie crepe de chene in radium tints, Florence
"violet dinner" of
10.5 1,5 rise "intrigue." He's "Lemon," a pet cat
Sante then it is said. the huaband has dinner," the
shading from shell pink to a deep (eel Johneon
Hyde, the memorable
11.7 0.5 rise in William Condon's home, William
been keeping track of all of Gouees James Hazen
rase flounce. Mrs. James Leech wore leaulavilre
"blaceeird plc" dinner given by a black chiffon embroidered in golden Mt. Crool
13.7 1.0 fall street.
movements.
Stanford White. and the costly Paris wheat and the harmony of the cos- Nashville
2G.7 6.3 tall
Rummaging in an old trunk in the
This same artress was the cause Of
dinner given by Harry K. Thaw.
9.8 2.8 rise attic the other day, Mrs. Condon
turne was carried out in a handsome Pittsburg
e
a heaitless snub administerad to Mrs.
23.2 0.7 rise came across "Peach," a rag doll, that
gold embroidered wrap. Mrs. Sarah St. Louis
Gould in a Broadway restaurant.
"Hello," srad
Borem, "I
25.9 08 rise was the delight ot her infant heart.
Jim Platt Decker wore a handsome cream Mt. Vernon
When Mrs. Gould enteree the restautoday to colored silk, embroidered in delicate Paducah
27.0 0.7 rise "Peach"-her pet name for the doll
rant she Saw her husband and the thought I'd drop in on you
too," sprays of flowers. Mrs. Weaver wore
-is as big as a human baby four
actress together. To avoid embarraae- ---" "I thought you would,
"You did? white lace over white silk. Mrs. C. P
Driftwood is floating out of the months old. Mrs. Condon took the
ment and afly semblance of a SEEtue interrupted the merchant.
beetintre--" "Not Barnes, a heavy gray silk with an ex- Cumberland river as it does in the doll down stairs to show her to her
she sent a note to her husband by a Now'thate; strange,
busiest day I've quisite lace flchu
the
this
is
all:
at
worn In Martha big rises. Upper river points are hustand. The. moment "Lemon" laid
%seed
'when
indignant
waiter, She was
came back by the waiter's mouth that had for weeks."---The Catholic Stand Washington style. Mrs. Luther Wil- showing more rises and the river eyes on "Peach" he fell in love.
turd and Tepee.
Softly approaching he purred gentIts, of Shelbyville, black net aP- here in the last 21 hours rose .7, with
there was "no anewer."
plique, trimmed in Jet and lace. Mrsetee guage registering a stage of 27 ly and rubbed his glossy coat against
Lawrence Bartlett, of Lawrenceburg,I feet even. On .the same date last her dress. When Mrs. Condon seated
a Princess gown of flowered silk,!year the river was 9.4. Most of the "Peach" in a chair, "Lemon" jumped
Dreedenepattern. Mrs. Edwin Post, of, bottent farming lands are inundated. into the doll's lap and there he has
Paducah, heavy heliotrope silk, hand-I Great preparations are being made remained almost constantly, purring
some lace and s,equeas on bodice. Misalfor the Egyptian Hustlers at Cairo and mewhig enticingly, like an enFlorunoy, of Paducah, blue chiffonlnext week. The Dick Fowler expects amored youth who sings a love ditty.
and lace. Two handsome young She.- To carry all the passengers the law If anyone makes as. if to take
by- ville matronte Mn. Alex Goodman, will allow, and the John Hopkins has "Peach" away, "Lemon" snarls and
Yet "Peach" is enand Mrs. Smith, presided Over frappe been chartered by
an -Evansville shows his teeth.
bowls in the court, and after the mu- bunch who will attend. The John tirely irresponsive, always silent;
she only gazes at "Lemon' with starsicale ices were served.
Hopkins will go direct from Evansing eyeaeas if asking herself, astonville to Cairo and will remain there
ished, "Who handed me this?" or
The Magic No. 3.
excurconvention
for
the
during the
"What is he giving me?"
Number three is a wonderful mas- sionists to use as a hoteh
As the
cot for Geo. H. Parris, of Ceder Dick Fowler will have all out of this
Grove, Me., according to a letter
Marshall Circuit Court,
city that can be carried, the John
which reads: "After suffering much
Ky., Some 14.-In the
Bentee
the
take
on
probably
will
Hopkins
with liver and kidney trouble, and
Many automo- Marshall circuit court the following
crowd.
Metropolis
becoming greatly discouraged by the
fines wereeameseed, viz: Boyd Loftin,
biles will be taken down by boat.
failure to find relief; I tried ElecNowt. Harlan, second clerk on the breach of peace, $10; Joe Cordle,
tric Bitters, and as a result I am a
nialicrous shooting, $50e Tom Michtwell man today. The first bottle re- Joe Fowler, is in liawson recuperatson, gaming, $2,0; W. J. NoTes, sellwhooping
of
attack
from
an
ing
completed
lieve
and three bottles
ing liquor, three cases, $20 each;
the cure." Guaranted best remedy cough.
Emerson's show boat will show in Demp Dowdy, selling liquor, $20;
Your money back if they fail
for stomach, liver and kidney trou$50;
Paducah June 21. The aeleance boat Crate Gordon, selling liquor,
bles, by all druggists 50c.
James Morgan, gaming $20; Horace
If you have never used these Pillets, we will gladly E:ve
was here yeetarday;
Skinner, shooting, Cie; Nuldi SkinResidence Destroyed.
you a two day's trial treatimut free.
The City of ealtillo arrived from
Phillips,
Yesterday shortly after 11 a, in. St. Louis last eight and went on to ner, shooting. $50; J. it
Fourth rnd Broadway.
breach of peace, $1e; Solon Henson,
cathert•N Drug, Store.
the pretty residence of Hays Peavitt the -eonnessee river at 2 o'clock this i
disturbing public wership, $20; Henin the country was totally destroyed morning.
ry Hatupton and Hillman Gourley,
detotally
by fire. The house was
The City of Savannah arrived yes- tresspass, $10 each.
,stroyed but most of the household terday afternoon from the Tennesseel
In the case of W. F. Crenehaw,
! effects were saved. The fire originatriver and cleared for St. Louis at 3
charged with malicious assault on
SOME
fell
in
that
spark
from
a
ed
o'clock.
Charles Powers, a verdict of not
leaves on the roof. The house was
The Kentucky arrived at 1 o'clock
'
guilty was brought in.
•
worth about $700 and was insured last night from the Tennessee river
Civil Suits,
Paducah, Ky.
for $4,50. The furniture was insured and spending today at Brookport un211.213 S. Third St.
Dr. T. E. Russell, of fiardin, got
for $150.-Fulton Leader.
loading.
for
Judgment against the railroad
The Peters bee arrived at noon
$325, for killing three horses.
A Fortunate Texan.
yesterday from Memphis and left afThe damage suit of Smith against
Mr. E. W. Goodloe. of 107 St ter two hours for Cincinnati.
Judge Higgins and Town
Police
"In
says:
Tex.,
Dallas,
Fourth
St.
Shoeing.
309
South
St.,
Practical Horse
Louis
The Georgia Lee will pass down
have become acquaint- from Cincinnati Saturday afternoon Marshal Heath, for $5,000, charging
Tritti,ihe
past
year
I
Lim
(IR
4.T.
lit.:ittr.4/4 Work tiurirttritet.til.
false arrest, was dismissed by the
ad with Dr. King's New Life Pills, for Memphis.
and no laxative I ever before tried
OLD PHONE 2067
The Joe Fowler was the dapper
so effectually disposes of malaria packet in the Wvansville trade toThey
don't
grind
biliousness."
"Have yoe ever had an office boy
and
day.
nor gripe. 25c at all druggists.
Towboats are scarce around Padu- with a good memory!" "Yes, the one
cah now. The -Margaret, of the Ayer I have now can tell you the batting
The condor can fast for forty days Lord fleet, left yesterday afternooft and fielding average of every man on
and the edgle twenty-eight days.
for the Cumberland river and the the local team and of every firstJim Duffy arrived front that stream. clam player Jo the league."- •Chloa,11•111111•111111111111111111111111111111111•11111111111111
go Journal.

APPRECIATED

Dandeli_on

JOLLY AND MOSS

Jaturdaq Xight

tne 'lour
6ale
7:30 to 330

Howard Gould Was Mixed Up
With Pretty Young Married Actress

RIVER NEWS

Don't trifle

trdit
Don't forget the unknown special this
Saturday night,for it
is the best one yet
put forward. Besides
from this unknown
we give below some
most attractive values for this hour's
selling.

with

your health!

Kidney trouble makes young men
old and hastens old men, toward
the grave.
Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets

will restore your kidneys to a healthy condition and make you look young again.

NANCE
&
SON
GUYUndertakers,
and Embalmers

50 doz. Ladies' White Lisle
Finished Vests, mercerized
silk tape, regular 10c 7A
value for to

1
i

JAS. M. COLLINS CO

25 pieces 40 inch Sheer
French Lawn, a 20c
value for - - -

EDGAR W.'WHITTEMORE

2 pieces ,all colors 19 inch
Taffeta, our regular 75c
value, for this hour, Ann
per yard - 40b

ILLINOIS

CENTRAL

EX-

CURSION BULLETIN.

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL.ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

DID YOU KNOW, ?
We list in our directory over 3,000 subscribers and more than three-fourths are
exclusive , East Tennessee subscribers?
Call Contract Department No. 300.

EAST Tv,NESIgERLEPHONE CO.

The following reduced rates
are announced:
LOR Angeles, Cal.-Electric
Medical Association, June 8th
to 15th; limit August 31st.
Round trip, $60.50.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.-Knights
Templar-$26.20-July 2nd to 7th inclusive,
good returning until July 10,
with privilege of extension
until July 24, upon payment
of
$1:00
extra.
Through
sleeper from Paducah to Buffalo, on train 104, 1:33 a: m e
Saturday, July 6.
Philadelphia-B. P. 0. E.$24e10, July 11th to 14th inclusive, good returning until
July 23rd with privilege of
extension until
July
31st.
Through sleeper from Nellie
cafe leaves on train 104, July
14th, 1:33 a. In.

For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Firth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Art City Ticket C Mee
R. M. BRATTIER,
Agent Union' Depot

14c

Official Forecasts.
The Ohio front Evansville to Cairo
will continue rising during the next
three days.
The Tennessee at Florence will con
tinue rising during the next 12 to 24
hours, then probably fall. At Riverton and Johneonville, will continue
rising daring the next 24 to 36 hours.
The Mississippi from
below St.
Louis to Cairo will continue rising
during the next 24 to 36 houra.
The Wabash at Mt, Carmel will
continue falling during the next 36
hours.
itemarkable lieF•rue.
That the truth is stranger than
fiction, has once more been demonstrated In the little town of Fedora,.
Tenn., the residence of C. V. Pepper.
He wriles: "I was In bed, entirely
hemorrhages of the
disabled with
lungs and throat. Doctors failed to
help me, and all hope had fled when
I began taking Da Kalgei New Discovery. Then instant relief came.
The coughing soon ceased; the
bleeding diminished rapidly, and In
three weeks I was able to go to
work." Guaranteed for coughs and
colds 60c. and $1.00. at all drugghts. Trial bottle free.
Blinks-- The first principle of anarchism Is to divide with your fellowman, is it not? Winks-No. The
first principle is to make your fellowman
divide - with Youe--Chicaito
Daily News.
An act WWI toISSOd in 1843 making,
It Illegal to cherge more than S
t
pence a thousand for phis.

20 pieces 30 inch Sea Island
Muslin, for this hour, En
j
per yard - 20 pieces fast colored Ginghams, from our regular 10c stock, per yd. 50 doz. Women's fast black
cotton, lisle-finished
seamless Hose, pair - 1C

IN ADDITION
To our new goods, we are
now receiving, we have in
stock some bargains in second
hand pianos, slightly used
and but little abused, at
tempting prices and attractive
terms; including
Knabe
Kingsbury.
Grunewald,
Ellington.

C

Unknown Jpecial

Players from $75.00 Up
The player piano a specialty.
Delighted to show them.
"Come in again." .

9hone `Orders
no charges at :These *ices

W. T. Miller & Bro.
818 Brofidvvay.
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- Cures
Woman's Weaknesses.
•
l'
Ne' •••
••
weakenervons,
We refer tolhat boon to
••••
•••
sufferiug wotneu known as les Pierce's
Favorite Prescriptem.
64*
**
Dr. John l'y(e Quo of the Editorial Staff
SI TsK ECLACTIC MEDIcal. kr.VIEW says
Si Unicorn root tHeitesitts //Waco) which
Donee( the chief ingredients of the "Favorite Prescription":
"A remedy which invariably arts as a uter-

Iv"

bse invigorator • • • makes for normal activity of the entire reproductive 'system."
▪ continues "In lielonias we haves niedicabent which wore fully answers the above
Durposes than tzuy other drug with islikh ow
toted. In Ha) treatment of diseases per to women It Is seldom that a cane Is
seen which does not present some indication
for this remedial turont." Dr. Isle further
says: "The following are among the leading
Indications for ileivnias 4,I7nicorn rout). Paifl
or aching in the bark, with t leucorrhcea
atonic(weak)condit io
of the reproductive
°is ans of omen, ment
depression and irritability. soctated wit chronic diseases of
the repitid :tive
ans of women: Edrist ant
Sensation • heat n the region ofsr.ie kW•
ate rrhagi (flooding), due to • weaksued con tion of the reproductive sYstem:
ameno
reseed or absent monthly
per
rum or accompanying an
*ono
condition of the attritive organs
and frormic ( thin blood habit: dragging
sen
on, in the extreme lower pert of the

nrXi

•

•

eKING of •••1
.

DIAMONDSs
By Louis Tracy,

•
:
it. Author of "Wings of the Morning," "The Pillar of ••
.•••
4••
Light.- Etc.
4110••
••••
_
•••
i •••••
COPYRIGHT. Igoe. —
11
,
4
Ily
EDWARD
J.
CLODE.
•
••••••400•0•••0300•0•4•0$•4••••C*14•;,0tet,CO4,te•11•••!•:••••

say where you got these stones, and
theu perhaps you can Hear up everything."
Phinp's lips met in a thin seam.
"I will never tell you," he answered.
And 1144 another word would he utter.
They aearehed him ati.I fouud nothing in his mickets save a key, a broken
knife, some bits of string neatly toiled and a couple of buttons. Ile spent
the next hour miserably in a whitewashed cell. He refused some I.:44.e
and bread brought to him at 12 o'elock,
and this was the only sentient break in
a wild jumble of eouffleting thoughts.
'Ibis idea came to bim that he must be
dreaming—that noon be would awaken
amid the familiar surroundings of
Johnson's Mews. To temente himself
that this wes not so, he reviewed the
Watery of the preceding twenty-four
home'. At that time yesterday he was
going to Fleet street with a capital of
ninepenee to buy a quire of newspapers. -He remembered where he had
sold each of the five copies, where he
bought a penny bun end how he (IMP
to lose his stock and get cuffed into
the bargain for resetting a girl front an
to 071.11-nine carriage.
Then his mind reverted to his fixed
reeelve to hang himself met his stolid

sex.

PASS

NAY BE MURDERERS Great
FOREIGNERS
PASS
THIII(lUGH
PAPP('Ali
110AT.

l'olice Receive Word to Look Out for
A1'1114'11141119, Who Killed a Greek
Priest,
1

V11/1.

Summer Discount

Call, write or phone for CATALOGUE and full particulars. Special
SUMMER DISCOUNT NOW ON. POSITIONS secured or Ma iNEY BACK

I,

DRAUGHON'S
Collegs s.
College (
'
0,,

PRACTICAL
I3USINESS

ix years' .UccesS.
Incorporated.

GRAYSON

Address Draugl,

COLLEgle
i .
Practical

SPRINGS

Two weeks ago three foreigeers
passed
through Padusah en ritiee
S
Most noted waters and baths in Ameriea
from Decatur, Ala., to Chicago. They
(Coutisued Front Yesterday.)
IDEAL, FAMILY 1.1t3;114CIRT
T
could
not
speak
English, and no on,.,
The censtable who brought me here
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity WV guests.
could be found who could converse
CPIAP`I'F.11 V.
has in his possession diamonds worth
Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
No
with them. They shipped front DeN after years Philip never forgot many thousands of pounds belonging
BATHS- Sulphur, Mud, N'apor and Massage.
the shame of that march through to nee I own a hundred tittles as
catur on the steamer American as
A MGSEM ENTS—Dancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting.
the staring streets. The everlast- many. Sorely, I eau buy a house Di
deck hands Following their departFishing.
C'. 'en."
ing idlers of Landau's busiest thor- Park lane if I like."
ure from Paducah a letter reached
Will Wet to Fan ties. miles aid
IMO SI h 110 50 per reek. $25 It $3/50 per meek
If more or less of the sheive svmetoms
oughfares gathered around the policeThe inspecter was staggered by this
at
e.e1II. 1(0
Charm Reduced Round Trip Rites 016 10 our allies Central Railroad.
On' police from New York cautioning
n a e Ir.
erees
ite matt and his prisoner with grinning well bred insolence. ,He was searchthem to look out for three ArmeMEE-at:IKE BROS., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS, KY.
rta
ng ogrs
callousness.
ing for Nome crushing legal threat that
eMsôlw i is Unicorn root, or Helonlas,
nians, who are charged with killing
of?"
"IVot's
'e
bin
a-dolie
into
a
frighten
the
'state
of
would
boy
and the medical properties of which it
and robbing a Catholic
priest in
"Nicked a lydy's purse. eh?"
most faithfully represents.
due humility when Mr. Isaaestein enNew York. Detective Moore believes
Of Golden Seal root, another prominent
"Nawl Bin ticklin' the till, - more tered.
Ingredient of "Favorite Prescription."
the three foreigners, who Passed
The Hatton Garden magnate again
Prof. Finley Ellingwood, M. D.. of Sen- like."
Can be enjoyed in safe delight
through Paducah, are the persons
nett Medical College, Chicago, says:
"1311 we, don't 'e look sick!"
related the circumstances attending
on Me STEEL STEAMSHIP
"It is an important remedy In cilsordenrof
wanted
in
New
York.
inspector
They
ran
Philip's
arrest,
and
the
and
buzzed
around
him
the womb. In all catarrhal conditions • •
ID PLEASURE
OR COMFORT, REST
like wasps, stinging most bitterly with prompt
These men were from Montenegro,
asked:
and general enfeeblement, It is useful."
It otters an unequalled ,Poortunity
Prof. John M. Scudder, M. D., late of coarse words anti coarser laughter. An
%4.
"What charge shall I enter? You
that
their passports reading from
!rat Class Only-Passenger 8...rvice Exclusively
Cincinnati, says of Golden Seal root:
omnibus slowed its pace to let them gave him into custody. Do you think
14hti,,gs
• is,elegant boat orinliittol for poopla
st,..iers eon:aorta, electricwarner.
state. Montenegro borders on Tur"In relation to Its general effects on the
;
1.\\-"'
betwora ettleaso.
oh.. trowel ri,ht. Three
!greens. there ra tin medicine ia use about which cross the road, and Philip knew that he has stolen the diamonds?"
toload
e and
,Polo-Ley. Harbor spriliti
fort. llisrlevols
key and Austria-Huegary, close to
c to such genera/ unnitttrwityof optizion. It
Rofali. Duluth and all a.terr. and
Detroit.
tor
ronnoetino
the people on top craned their necks to
Isaacistein had been thinking hard
is wainernally regarded as On tonic useful In
(morellos rolota. Akk about nor% o-k-end Tripe for Bool000k
Armenia.
all debilitated states."
Den. FOr Torino. Flsalet# and It000rostiorot
have a good leek at him. When near- during a short cab drive. His reply
The New York murder created a
Prof. It. Bartholow, M. D.. of Jefferson lug the viaduct
103.BERoLZH EN, G. P. A. Manes./ Semmes, Co.. Cheeses
steps, the policeman was unexpectedly frank.
Medical College, says of(olden Seal:
was
#261V/V,
414/0
.
ago,
as
it
sensation a few weeks
growled soatethiug at the pursuing, "He could not have stolen whet nev"Valuable In uterine hemorrhage. menordiscovers, when a boarding house
rhati• (flooding) and contrastive dyamenor- creed. Another constable strode rapThere is no such known
er
existed.
rhcea (painful menstruation)."
keeper broke open a'trunk, shg held ST('DENTS COMPILING HIST(1111'. tots aro to let,, paid into the treasury
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription faith- Idly to the entrance and cut off the collection of meteoric diamonds; in the
fully represents all the above named in- loafers, sternly adviaipg them to titel
for room rent and found it contain
of the San Pt-amis.° Relief and Red
gredients and cures the diseases for which some other sienna/Olen. But the res- world."
Cross fund or the Vaiifornia branch
ed the body of the victim. A Chi-'ago
they are recommended.
Gathering Facts tinder Direction of
"But
there
must
be,
because
they
are
pite was a brief one. The pair reached
of the National Red Cross society,
murder was traced to the same
i;:"
Prof. H. Morse Stephens.
rts
3e
bB
Farriugdou street and had barely atsource. The assassination is thought
this time the parcel of dirty
Discriminating Love,
DoN"I`I
tracted attention before they passed
to be political.
white stones was lying open on the
Don't let your thild suffer with that
The rose that all are praising
the restaurant where Philip had lunchSan F'rancisco, Cal., June 14. — cough
cure it with BalyOU
1411011
counter, and both mereluint and PoIs not the rose for me;
n
•
ed. the hour was yet early for midday
A staff of University of California lard's Iloryliitund Syrup, a sure ct.
Vacation Trips.
liceman
were
gazing
at
them
intently.
Influenza,
Itronclittis.
Ciiuglis.
for
Too many eyes are gazing
customers, and the baldheaded proprie.students, working under the direction Croup anal _Pulnionaly Diseases.
Buy
There was a nettling logic in the in
resort region of
summer
the
In
Upon the costly tree;
tor saw them coming, lie rusbed out.
of Prof. H. Morse Stephens, has la- a bottle anil try it. It. It. Laughter,
specter's retort.
Wisconsin, Minnesota and Northern bored constantly for months in se- Itylialia, Miss.. writes: "I have two
But there's a rose in yonder glen, The greengrocer, too, turned from his
"I cannot answer riddles," said Iswho 11114 croup. I tried man,
Michigan, The North-Western Line Curing necessito data and informa- etillilren
That shuns the gaze of other men, wares and joined in the exelanuttions aacstein shortly. "I
different remedies, lint I must say your
can only state
of his friend at this speedy denougmeut
For me its blossom raising —
reaches with direct train service and tion for the eompli,Ing of a history itorehounil Syrup is the best Croup and
the facts. If any other man in the
meilieine I ever used."
of the trivial incident of twenty min1 1v.
t..spa_ Cough
9,,
Oh, that's the rose for me.
to
he
niedis
3a6s,toeorocf i.11
1dpIrvi il ,
1 11
Pullman sleeping cars, a of s
through
sold by ail druggists.
city of London is a higher authority
utes eadier.
dtma
—T. H. Bayly.
on diamonds than I. go to him and ask
series of cool summer resorts, huntThe restaurant keeper was made jii- his opinion."
principal pubIt doesn't take the average man
ing and fishing grounds, which for papers, comprising the
bilauesby
this‘drarnatie
vindication of
lications in the country, have tteeti half as long to tell what he knows
"Mr. Isaacstelu is right," interposed
A property owner in Kingston, a
others.
all
interest
excel
variety
of
the Romney of his judgment.
drawn upon. A tremendous amount
Philip. "No one else ()Was diamonds
London suburb, has posted a notice
Numerous good hotels, boarding of manuscript has also been collect- as it does to,tell what he thinks he
"The thievire young scamp:" be ejac- like mine. No one else can obtain
that "no grandchildren or cats" will
knOWS.
ulated. "That's right. Mr. Policeman. them, f--14i-e robbed, no man. Give
houses and camps. Some of the best ed and indexed. The general plan of
be allowed on 'his premises,
Then his mind reverted to his fixed re- fishing in the world. If you are in- the committee Is to lay particular
Lock gin up. 'E's a reglar wrong 'uu." me my diamonds and let me go."
When One man trim.to flatter ansolve to hung himself.
The constable stopped. "Hello!" lie
The inspector laughed officially- II'
terested In finding a place stilted to stress on the human idde of San Fran- other
,
aomething to sell.
said, "Do you know him?"
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
gazed intently at Philip and then preparations for the MO act In his
particular needs, call upon any cisco' great experience, and the work
"I should think I did. 'E kena 'ere souffle illumination front Isaaesteltes young life's tragedy. Was that where Your
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
to
a
mere
state*t
be
confined
just now an' obtained a good blowout perturbed countenance, but Isaac-stein the dream started or was the whole ticket agent or address N. M. Breeze, ment of statistical data and Jacts.
Walnut street,
on false pretences, an'"—
was moodily examining the contents of thing a definite reality, needing only a general agent, 436
The history is to be divided into four
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
THE
"
,
'Old 'art!," put in the greengrocer. the paper and turning over both the stout heart and unfaltering purpose to eine:neat!, Ohio.
parts, the first dealing with the earthNO CURE THE UMW;
"that's not quite the ticket. 'E asked stones and the scraps of iron with an earry him through trininphantly? Yea.
quake, the account being based upon
you to trust hin, but you wouldn't."
That was it. "Ite strong and brave and
air of profound tnyetification.
Marshall County Tobacco Crop.
the report of the earthquake comThe stout man gurgled.
"I'll tell yarn what." said the In- all will be well with you." Surely hia
FOr the past ten days we have been mission, supplemented with records
WITH
"Not me. I know 'is sort. But 'e 'ad spector jubilantly after a alight pause. mother had looked beyond the grave
gathering all the information, we of personal experience.
you a fair treat, Billy." "We will charge him with being in un- when site uttered her parting words. possibly could from the fartnees of
The progres of the fire will be
"Meld*, ale mebee not. Ennybow, lawful possession of certain diamonds, Perhaps if he lay down and closed his
two bob won't break we. an' I'm sorry semi:teed to have been stolen. He has eyes he would see her, lie always hop- the farmers of the county, as to the written from stories related by eyeONSUMFTION
1.rP
erire
a
for the kid. Wot's 'e done, Mr. Police- given me a false name and a slily ad- ed to see her in his (tritons, but never amount of tobacco set, and as to witnesses end illustrations with col60c $ 00
Leas es' Paducah for Tennessee River
man?" Mr. Judd was nettled. yet un- dregs. Park lane, the young imp said wes She vision imiseheated to him. how much more would probably be ored maps and photographic descrip- FOR COUGHS and
Tr. I.
OLDS
Every Wednesday at 4 p\ni.
set during the moist' of June. From tions. The meeting of the crisis and
willing to acknowledge he was wholly he lived in."
Poor
he did not mulerstand that
A. W.
.......Master wrong.
we
have
been
the
information
the
outcome
work
'all
successful
of
the
timeliest
Cure
for
all
Snrest ...nd
"A Man in your position ought to be his sleep was the sonna sleep of health
EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk
THROAT and LUNG TROUB"Stole a heap of diamonds. Do either more aceurete." Interposed Philip. "I :eel innocence, when dreams If they able to gather, we think the follow- of the committee of 50 will be comLES, or MONEY LA.CE.
This company is liot responsible of you know him?"
plied front its official records. Shull
did flat say I need in Park lane. I told come at all are but grotesque distor- ing estimate conservative and anfor invoice charges unless colleced by
"Never saw litrn afore this mornin'." you I intended to buy a house there." thine of the simple facts of everyday .proximately correct. There will be diffienity has been experienced in tiethe clerk of the boat.
- "Never bin in my 'ouse before.'.'
Seldom indeed were the minor deities extstenee. Only once had he slimly Ines' get about 6'.1 per,cent of the acrwage ing the organization and distrlbuSpecial excursion rates from Padu"Then come along," and Philip was of the pollee station bearded In this righted her preeenee, and that was at a that the farmers intended to plant curing the. necessary matter concerncah to Waterloo. Fare for the round tugged onward, but not before he fashion, and by it callow youth, but the moment which his sane mind now re- this year, which will be about 65 per, tion of relief. Considerable data has
trip 0.040 . Leaves Paducah every found courage to say:
cent, of an average crop. The best been obtained through various offiinspector was making the copperplate fused to resurrect.
WednesdaSt at 4 p. m.
"Thank you once more. Mr. Judd. I hair strokes which had gained hint proBructkport,
Nevertheless he was tired. YiRlding land has been and will be planted. cial !epees and information furnishwill keep my word, uever fear."
private citizens.
motion. and his brain had gone back to to the (ameelt, he stretched -himself on and with a favorable or average (sea- ed
Rites Si a Day.
Extolling 01
"What are you thanking him for?" Its normal (tallness.
the woodeo couch that ran along one son from now on, we may reasonably
The actual writing of the history
Sri J. L Latium, ?impetrate.
said the constable.
"I will just see if we cannot bring side of Ills narrow cell.
expect something like 75 per cent. will be begun by Pref. Stephens. It
"Far believing in me," was the curt him before a magistrate at once." lie
Some one called to Mtn, not unkindly. in pounds of an average crop.
We has been decided to publish the hisanswer. said, eddrestsing Mr. Ietneeteln. "Can
"Now, youngster, jump up. The van do not think this is overestimated, tory on a royalty basis, and 'copies
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
The polleeman tried to extract some you make it eouvenielut to attend the Is here."
and midens_the fttlI season should are to be furnished free to public liKENTUCKY.
meaning from the words, but failed. court within an hour, sir? Then we
He was led through gloomy corridors prove very favorable. It would prob- braries of the cities which rendered
will
get
a
week's
remand,
and
we
will
and placed in ft rteeetacle just large ably fall lee per cent. lower.—Ben- such great aid to San Francisco mn
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legal He privately admitted that it was an
METROPOLIS, ILL.
extraordinary affair. 'How came a soon find out"—
enough to hokl him uncomfortably in a ton Tribune-Democrat.
her time of trouble.
and Library Work a specialty.
D. A. Raney, Prop.
"A week's remand!" Philip became huge, lumbering vehicle. He thought
boy who spoke like a gentleman and
The vaittable services of John S.
was dressed like a street are,i to he wialle again, and those derge eyes of he was the only occupant, which was
Drum,.Edward F. Moran, Prof. Ste- fewest and hese hotel in the city.
ANCIENT HOME
wandering about London with a pock- his began to burn. "What have I true enough, the prisoners' Van having Is now merely a memory of the pest. phens, Clement Bennett, and R. G.
Kate* $2.00.
Two large sample
Ballard's Snow Liniment is the family
PADUCAH
AND etful of diamonds and admitted to done"—
OVANSVILLE.
made a special call for his benefit.
liniment of the twentieth century. A Harrison, all of whom are members 100M8. Bath rooms. Electric Lights.
"Silence! Search him carefully and
the private office of the chief diamond
(Continued in Next Issue.)
positive care 'for Rheumatisnt Burns. of the committee, have been contrib&Mit s
The only centrally located Hotel la
merchant In Hatton Garden? He gave take him to the cells."
ruts. Sprains. Neuralgia. etc. Mr. t_.
CAIRO LIMB.
Runyon. Stapberry, Mo.. writes: "I uted gratuitously and the attendant be city,
H.
The
boy
turned
despairingly to Isaacit. up, but silently thanked the stars
THEIRII ARIA FEW
(Iloorperatied)
Snow Liniment for Rheuma- expense In compiling the history will
People who know now to take care of have used
which connected hint with an impor- stein.
tism and all pain. I can't say enough
themselves—the majority
not. The
be comparatively small. Profits micro- COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE NO.
In its riralse."
"Mr. Isanestein," he said, with a piti- liver is a most Important do
tant came.
organ In the
11(71TED.
drugents.
ing
from the publication of the bIsall
Sold
by
Rvanwrille and Paducah Packets
At last Philip's Via Doloroaa ended ful break in his vole', "why do you let body. Herbine will keep it in condition. V. C. Simpkins, Alba, Texas.
lp the Bridewell police station. He them do this thing? You are a rich writes: "I have used lierblne
be
for
don't
The Lady—"Why, I
as paraded before the inspector In man and well known. Tell them they Chills and Fever and find It the best
medicine I ever used. I would not he hove there are twenty feet of floor
wrong."
are
charge, a functionary who would not
without
It Is as good for children space—and you call it a yard."
But Inemestein was wabbling now in as It Is it.
have exhibited any surprise had the
Tor grown-up people, and I
nine feet
The Janitor--"Only
recommend it. It in tine for La Grippe."
German emperor been brought before a renewed state of excitement.
Sold by all druggists.
square feet make a yord, madam." I
do,
"What
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boy?'
he
vociferathim
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with
shoplifting.
(Daby Except Sunday.)
Town Topics.
He opened a huge ledger, tried if his ed, almost hysterically. "You must
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The Evening Sun-10c, a week.
piece of paper and said laconically:
ers who are in the retail coal husi
aille and way landings at 11 a. m.
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nets. A noted evangelist visited the
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that
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fense against the law.
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Deneature.d
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Riehard, join the chunch, as I diet?"
Phillp's sangfroid- was coming to his
"It's all right for you to brt a niemAlcohol
aid. The horror of him passage through
For the convenience of our
ber of the church," replied Richard
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now In effect from Paducah to Cale
"Philip Morland," he said doggedly
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when the Inspector asked him Ids
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For further information apply ta
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Towler-Grumbaugh & Co's. ethos
1
• _
Sold by all druggists.
coincidence
that
he
*World
here
been
perience, and only pure and full
Cheaper
than
wood
alcohol,
It
Mott etose- No. 11.
NIC
christened after the "Sir Philip" of the
strength drugs are used in the
also bums without any of its
packet of letteva so fortunately left beoffensive odor. Next time try
compounding of prescriptions.
The Great North Country.
hind that morning.
Nimrod was a mighty hunter, hut
Everything Is done just as careit in your chafing dish or alco"Address?"
Or
had he hunted In the "Temagaml"
hol heater; it will be a revelafully as if you knew all about
"Park lane."
region he would have been it mightbusinesa
and
were
there
to
to
you.
Be
the
tion
sure
to
phone
The Inspector began to write before
ier one. Nimrod hunted for glory,bnt
watch each operation. We beWINSTEAD'S, for no other
tha absurdity of the repty dawned on
Round trip excursion rater.
Temagainians hunt for game, Those
hint. Iles Atom-sod.
lieve that kind of service Is apPaducah druggist handles it,
canoe
of
first
who
Indians
made
the
from Padtletth to Cincinnati,
"Is your mother a caretAker there or
preciated: the rapid growth of
both Phones 756.
birch bark long ago, were our greatNC Louis and Memphis, which
your father employed In a mews?"
our twigless shottra it.
est benefactors. The children of these
"My father and mother are dead."
ars se follows:
15c
pt. and bottle; 5o rebate
So next time the doctor leaves
as it is aged by a natural
Indiana know the canoe, and they
"Then will you • kindly inform no
for bottle,
Paducah to Cincinnati and
a prescription at your house, just
know how to use It, and If you go to
what number In Park lane you live
Temagami this summer they will pad-i
ggc 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
step to the phone and call
return .......$11.00
at?"
process. Read the government
d:e your canoe in their own superb
for bottle..
"I have hot determined that at yet.
Flt. Louis
7.50
way, They will be the best guides you
I Intend to buy A VAMP there."
Vic 2 pt. and bottle: 10c rebate
stamp—shows nine summers old.
ever had. Students who ramp in sumSome eoloitables lounging apoot the
;11emplilit
for bottle.
7.50
mer along the Temagaml lakes are
Ake laughed, and the inepector, inable to do two years' work in one.
ceased out of his routine habit*, shoutSold everywhere.
4th and Broadway
Finest of nehinund hooting. Pfi•I'
ed angrily:
0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Either
Phone
%,
77.
th
rand Trunk BA!'
ofaccess
"This Is no place for joking. boy
Oftiee Richmond Home, .
Way gyptem. For informstion
Answer me properly or It Will be worse
Prompt Smite se Telephone Orders.
Agent for original Allegretti
Telephone
R,
beautiful descriptive publication pent
fdr you."
,
Seventh and Broadway,
Candies
free apply to W. Robinson, 506 Park
"I have answered you quite properly
. ....
Pittsburg,
Pt.
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LAKE BREEZES
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KILL

'
Dr.King s
New Discovery

STEAM CLYDE

▪

COUCH

Oak Dale Hotel

HENRY LOMB, JR.

NEW STATE HOTEL

CITY TRANSFER CO
Cilauber's Stable.

CHAFING DISH

Our Quick Service
Prescription Depart ment

TREPHONE 499

-•••••

Early Times

LEE LINE STEAMERS

Jack Beam

Will J. Gilbert

S.

WINSTEAD

IIP

Reciprocity

Your Clothes May as Well 73e Fashionable
.. , •.
You may not be sure what's fashionable

In Practice
Means just this----spend sour money
with those who are

your

in clothes, but you want it; in fabrics, cut and fit. It might puzzle
you to decide what is fashionable; don't try; leave it to us; we've attended to it long ago. There isn't an unfashionable garment or
style in our stock. Ex en our prices are the fashion, judging by the
way folks pay them. We've established the fashion of giving better
values than you get elsewhere; it seems to be popular.

friends.

This .is a commercial age—the rule
of the

dollar

applies

everywhere

Why not, MR. UNION MAN, resolve
now never to help those who are indiffelent to your interests?

,e...
4r

OVER
PADUCAH TYPOGRAPHICAL
UNION NO. 134
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SPit IAL VALUES

Caught )11 the terrific wind and
Tl B CRAWS
rain storm Walter Jones. son of J. A.
Jones, a prominent grocer and 11.:11
25c
dealer at Gilbertsvil,e, a few miles
' east of Paduca'h on the Illinois Central and Tennessee river, narrow')
escaped being blown into the river
With his capsized house boat and onl)
by-desperate work did he succeed in
escaping and making secure the
mooring of the boat.. His loss will
caulking it he
amount to a great deal, but the boat housekeeping. After
Just ai her
started
to
launch
it.
can he raised,
Young Jones operates the fishing nose struck the water, the gale in
department of his father's business,i all its fury broke, and Jones, workand had fitted out an excellent house! ing alone, took desperate chances in
handsimely
furnished, for making fast the little craft
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Notice Our Window Display of Children's Tub Suits
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Narrow Escape From Drowning For
Waller Jones, Who Saves
His Craft.
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A wonderful array of Outing Coats and Trousers, by far the
most fashionable ever shown in Paducah. Notice the
display in our corner window, we think it is convincing;
then come in and allow us to show you, be you tall or
short, slender or stout. They lare reasonably priced
from $500 to $25.00.

TERRIFIC GALE

44S

.
,.,.. ,. . ..
.....14-0.--.4

A.

An immense assortment of suits; the most fashionable shades
and fabrics, in the best styles; we make them fit, if necessary. At $20, $25, $30, $35, $40 they're good; it's
what you get that makes the highest-priced one cheap.
The choicest products of the best makers—ROXBOROS,
all wool, perfectly jailortd. Ask to see the snappy
Roxboro made with patch pockets and a 3 button vest.

THINK
iT

CATCHES HOUSEBOAT
sdEs IT.

FRIDAY, JUNE 14.

VENING SUN.

11:1E PADUCAH

PAGE EIGH'I
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50c

tei6s.

L..

I

The boat was blown nearly over on
her side and filled rapidly from the
whitecaps and deluge of rain. Summoning assistance, after making her
fast, he removed a great deal of the
furniture during the gale. The boat
iS today being docked again on the
bank for repairs, and the damage
will amount to over $100.
DON'T WISH ASSESSMENT
ON PWWERTY INCAEASED.

Largest Teddy Bear in Captivity

Frankfort, Ky., June 14.— The
state board of valuation and assessment held a meeting yesterday considering the franchise assessments of
a number of corporations whirh do
business in the state. Among these
was the Paducalh Light and Power
company. Representatives of this
concsrn were before the board in an
end,givor to show why the assessment
agi.inst it should not be increased.
They were Messrs. John S. Bleecker,
the manager: George C. Wallace and
J. C. Utterback.

We Are Going_to Give Him Away

T

HE largest Teddy Bear in captivity is chained up in our
west window, N.
)that every boy and girl in Paducah can
see it. He is a beautiful animal, standing nearly three and a
half feet high and all the youngsters who have seen him will be
anxious to know how they may win him for their own, If you
want to find out how yon can get him, come down to The House
of Quality and let us tell you about it. Those that come soonest
have the best chance, so

REV. JOSEPH WLESKEY
BRINGS HIS FAMILY HERE
The Rev. Joseph McLeskey has remcved his family to Paducah from
Netbern, Tenn., and is residing at
Twelfth and Monroe streets. He has
accepted a call from the Cumberland
Presbyterian church.

Come in the Morning and Find
Out How to Win Him.

L. W. HENNEBERGER CO.

WEEKLY TOBACCO ft LVORT.
Following Is the weekly tobacco
report complied in hogsheads by inspector Ed R. Miller:
Receipts week
315
Year
5,003
Offerings week
126
Year,
1,179
Rejections
15
Pr. sidelines
248
253
Pr. sales ,
369
Sales week
4,071
Year

I Ineorporated.1

"The House of Quality."
422-424 Broadway

Winding Up Marshall Court.
Attorney John K. Hendricks, Cecil Reed and D. H. Hughes went to
Benton this morning to attend the
winding up of Marshall circuit court.
Judge Reed convened court Monda‘
with a light•docket. announcing th
he would hold no longer than fon
or five days. Yesterday he dIsmi
sed the petit Jury finishing all jury
eases, and will today or tomorrow,
at the latest, discharge the grand
jury.

This China Cabinet $16.00

BIEDERMAN'S

Others From $25 to $140

SPECIALS
Ice Cream Salt.
Foamallne for making Ice Cream.
Lipton's Teas.
Lipton's Coffee—Gossip or Koffee
Klatach.
Boras.
Horatio The finest preparation for
the bath.
Cake icing--Once tried, always
used.
Grape Juice for the sick—Also
Deerfield water.
for
Poultry Food Cracked
I CgIckenk Hoop Cure and Lice-killer.
We have just about 1110 more of
. thllose nine empty GO lbs bard Tips,
!nicely lacquered and with two iron
i'.'.
( handles that we will offer for
:cent" tomorrow—and don't forg.,!
ithe Earthquake Carpet Cleaner.

Your pride in your dining room prompts yon to keep it
nicely furnished.
What sets it off nicer than a handsome cabinet for your
china'
If you feel that you can't afford one, you are mistaken.
Let us price ours to yon, and show you how easy it is to pay on
our DOLLAR DOWN AND SMALL WEEKLY payment plan.

)(Stufdator

sheihr

I

Great Southern Tea 'LOUIS CLARK'S
and Coffee Co. SPECIALS
113 S. Second St.
Phones 805
Supply your every Saturday's
wants for your Sunday dinner in this stupendous stock
of fine eatables, and realize
a saving ttlat will astonish
you. Tell ydur friends about
these special&
12 lbs. Sugar
65c
2 Maple Flaite
25c
3 pkgs. Egg-O-See
25e
3 pkgs. Vigpl,
25c
3 pkgs. Rihtbn Oats
25c
7 Tbs. Pickled Beans
25c
2 cans Alasisa Salmon
2,5c
1 pkg. Post um
15c
2 cans Little Fellow Peas 25c
3 Calla Corn
25c
3 vans Peas
25c
2 pkgs Spaghetta
15c
12 cans Cream
50c
2 pkgs. Shredded Wheat Mc
2 pkgs. Grape Nuts
25c
25c Broom
Zee
341c Mop
Meal, peck
15c
3 11) can Peaches
1.5c
3 cans Hominy
215c
3 cane pumpkins
Z5c
3 cans Kraut
25c
1 jar Jelly
10c
School Pickles, dos.
15c
Sottr Pickles, anon .. 25c
Pat. Flour, sack 7.5e
Straight Flour, sack .. 65c

JUNE 15 TO 18.
Purity Flour a barrel
1-2 barrel Pansy Flour
24 lb bag Pansy Flour

$ 4.90

$2.90
70c

7 bars Swift Pride Soap
95c
1-2 bushel old Irish Potatoes
35c
New Potatoes, a peck
45c
Lemons, a dozen
15e
2 bottles Queen Olives
26c
6 10c cans Armour's Potted Ham.2;c
25c
2 2 lb cans Table Peaches
2 lb can Mocha and Java Coffee 45c
10 tb pail pure Hog Lard....$1.25
5 -lb pail pure Hog bard
60c
15c
Ripe Pineapples
25c
6 nice large Tomatoes
Gallon can Apples
25c
2 cans Corn .. ..
15c
.
25c
4 cakes Sweet Chocolate
3 Ms of our Famous 20c Coffee 50c
26c
1 lb can sliced Dried Beef for
2-Or
1 lb Mixed Tea for
20'
1 11) Shredded Cocoanut
5e
1 dozen Nutmegs for
2 1 lb cans Good buck Baking
13c
Powder
15c
5 boxes Searcfilight Matches
35r
Nice Oranges a dozen
10c
Fig Newton Cakes, a lb
25c
3 Pkgs Chocolate Fingers
15c
2 Pkgs Jello any flavor
I AC
Ice Cream Jello a Pkg.
15c
2 tbs Ginger Snaps for
•25c
Pineapple
9 cans Chunk
35c
Queen Olives a qirart
Sc
Corn starch a Pkg
Omega Flour a bag
....26c
Burnett's Extract, any.
15e
Practical Disadvantages.
2 cans Veal or Ham Loa
10c
Politick' Theorist —"Do you be- Cox's Gelatine. a Pkg.
2tc
Large glass Sliced Bacon
lieve in municipal ownership?"
35c
1-2 gallon Old Time Molasses
Ex-Bns.s "What's the use? These :3 cans Dime Brand Milk
25e
yore squealers wont stay bought"— 3 rakes Toilet Soap
10c
Balt imore American.
:3 Ms, SWift \‘'e,hing P,wtior

ROAD INSPFATION MADE
of repair, and will have to be re•
; BVJUDGE AND SUPERVISOR placed by new ones in a short time."
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot e.nd
County Road Supervisor Bert Johnson have just completee a tour of
county roads, improved and unimproved, and find them in excellent
condition. "The recommendations of
our road supervisor for more substantial bridges are good, and I am In
favor of them," said Judge Lightfoot. "In the long run
they will
prove • a saving to the county. Many
of the wooden bridges we found out

,
Liquor Licenses Expire.
Liquor licenses for the first half
year expire with June and appl1Ations will be filed the latter part of
mi1 week for renewals by saloon
proprietors.
—See Moving Pictures at the Park
all this week
•
Man projects all his life and
withou, realizing—French.

•

Wallace Park

CASINO
MOVING PICTURES
ALL THIS WEEK

Admission — Sc and 10c
3,000 Feet

OF FEATURE FILM
THE GREAT PACIFIC
Specials for Saturday, June 15.
7 lbs No. 1 Granulated
40/
Sugar for
82(
Omega Flour, 24 lbs
21 th sack Palmer House
70e
Flour
P. H. Coffee, 2 Rim for
65c
(Mocha and Java blend.)
No. 1 Rio Coffee, 2 Ms for 27(
Chunk
Pineapple, large
cans
15/,
Shredded or Grated Pineapple, 1 lb cans, fancy
quality .
lOr
Salmon, 25c fiat cans, for 20c
Salmon, 20c tall cans, for 15c
Lobster, 25c cans, for
20e
12r.
Shrimp, 15e cans, for
Large howls, Sweet or Sour
10c
Pickles, only
2 bottles Heinz Ketchup. 26r
Fresh Country Butter, th 25e
Fresh Olin Butter. lb
17c
6 checks with 4 ounce bottle, any flavor Extract. 304'
10f
Pint bottles Sjiun

25c canned Pears for....20c
15c cans Table Peaches..10c
$1.10
Per dozen cans
ler
15 cans Corn, each
$1.10
Per dozen cans
Inc cans Corn, 2 cans for.15c
75e
Per dozen ealla
per
Mustard
Sardinett,
R 1-2c
can.
Clean Oil Sardines, per.
4c
can
20c
Caviar, per can
2 tb cans Brisket Beef
only .... ........
20c
4 the Navy Beans
16e
3 Ms Clean Rice
15e
Fancy 12 1-2c Head Mee
10c
sacks Salt
10c
3 boxes Blueing
10C
Packages Soda
15c
2 bars Ron Am,
2 bars Scouring or ,Hand
16e
Sapolio

Kifincy Beane

Inc

7 bars Star Snap ....
CO, Vfkr,1 Tea only

GREAT PACIFIC TEA

COFFEE CO.

The Broadway Store.
Old Phone 1)79

206 Broadway

New Phone 1176

dies

3,000 Feet
PROGR AM
First Reel—
The Elixir of Life,
The Vintage,
The Drunken Vintage.
(INTERMISSION)

Second Reel—
Casey's 'Frightful Dream,
Aerial Billiardists,
The Newsboy,
(INTERMISSION)

Third Reel-Grandma's Reading Glass,
Ora Pro•Nobis,
A Gentleman Farmer.

